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ABSTRACT
In this thesis research, oxide layers formed on Zr-based alloys in high temperature water
autoclave environments are characterized, in an effort to understand the mechanism resulting in
the variations of corrosion rate observed before and during the first kinetic transition. The study
included oxides formed on Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO when exposed to 360 °C pure water at
saturation pressure, with samples archived just before and just after the first kinetic transition.
From these oxides, thin foil samples are prepared from precise locations using the Focused Ion
Beam In-Situ Lift-Out technique. These electron-transparent foils are then characterized using
transmission electron microscopy.
The study characterizes the oxide grain size and morphology, oxide texture, incorporation
of metallic precipitates and the evolution of these with respect to the distance to the oxide/metal
interface. The results are found to be in good agreement with previous research: the oxide is
mainly monoclinic, with a small fraction of tetragonal phase. A preponderance of columnar oxide
grains is observed, which extend to the oxide/metal interface. Equiaxed grains can be seen near
the oxide/water interface (first oxide grown) and in the region corresponding to the oxide grown
at the onset of transition. Lateral in-plane cracks are seen in these regions as well. Electron
diffraction results show that the small equiaxed grains are associated with the tetragonal phase.
Precipitates are incorporated in metallic form in the oxide. They later become oxidized, forming
small equiaxed oxide grains in Zircaloy-4 with high tetragonal content, or amorphous precipitates
in the oxides grown on ZIRLO.
Special attention was given to the oxide/metal interface to determine the phases present,
and measure the evolution of oxygen content in the oxide precursor layers. The interface exhibits
an intermediate layer identified as ZrO, a discontinuous layer of “blocky” Zr3O grains embedded
in the ZrO layer, and a suboxide layer identified as an oxygen-saturated Zr phase on the metal
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matrix side. All these phases have an oxygen content comprised between the content in the oxide
(66 O at%) and in the α-Zr phase (29 O at%). The oxide/metal interface evolves with exposure
time, the width of the intermediate layers increasing until the transition. The oxide/metal interface
structure is significantly affected by transition, during which the intermediate layers are
consumed, causing their widths to decrease significantly.
Combining EELS scans and Atom Probe Tomography results to obtain the evolution of
the oxygen content across the interface, with TEM observations to characterize the different
phases and diffusion layers allowed us to obtain a more comprehensive picture of the mechanisms
driving the corrosion.
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Chapter 1
Bibliographical review
This chapter presents a bibliographical review to describe the structure of zirconium
alloys and their oxide, and develop relevant aspects of the water corrosion of those alloys. Some
of these aspects are developed with more precision in the theses by Adrien Couet[1], Aylin
Yilmazbayhan [2] and Na Ni [3], from which this chapter is inspired.
In the first part, zirconium alloy metallurgy is discussed. The different elements in solid
solution and the different kinds of precipitates present in typical zirconium alloys are presented.
Then, the waterside corrosion kinetics in reactor is exposed, detailing the mechanism as it is
known, and discussing the influence of the different parameters, especially the alloying elements
and the presence of precipitates. The third part focuses on the microstructure of the metal and the
oxide: exposing grain size and type, phases present in the oxide, and eventually discussing the
oxide breakaway.

1.1. Metallurgy of zirconium for the nuclear industry
1.1.1. Zr-Alloys use in the nuclear industry
In nuclear reactors nowadays (BWR and PWR), the fuel is uranium dioxide (UO2), in the
form of small pellets. Hundreds of these pellets are stacked in a cladding tube made of zirconium
alloy. The tube separates the fuel pellets from the cooling water. These fuels rods (approximately
4 m height for 9.6 mm diameter) are held in place by a skeleton composed of spacer grids and
guide tubes. The ensemble is called a fuel assembly; several tens of which compose the nuclear
core (Figure 1-1).
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The cladding is the first confinement barrier, avoiding contamination of the coolant by
the fuel. The low neutron absorption cross-section of zirconium made it an important element for
the nuclear industry. In addition to the neutronic constraint, the cladding should also exhibit good
corrosion resistance and mechanical properties.

Figure 1-1: Fuel assembly and rod cross section
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1.1.2. Historical perspective
In the 1950s, during the early development of water-cooled nuclear reactors, researchers
were looking for a good material for the cladding. They turned to unalloyed zirconium because of
its low absorption cross-section for thermal neutrons. However, it was soon realized that its
corrosion behavior was too poor and zirconium alloys were tested. The resistance to corrosion of
Zircaloy-1 (Zr-Sn alloy) was significantly higher, because once formed, the oxide remained
adherent until several hundreds of mg/dm2 weight gain [4].
Accidental contamination of Zircaloy-1 by stainless-steel led to the discovery of Zircaloy
2 (Zr-Sn-O-Ni-Fe-Cr), with even better corrosion behavior. Then, efforts were made to reduce the
amount of tin, leading to the development of Zircaloy-3, which was soon abandoned in favor of
Zircaloy-4 (Zr-Sn-O-Fe-Cr). Zircaloy-4 exhibits a better corrosion behavior, and a higher
resistance to hydrogen pickup.
The same development of zirconium alloys took place in the former Soviet Union, with
the binary system Zr-Nb. Those alloys seemed to bear more promise than the Zircaloy series,
leading, in the west, to the development of ZIRLO™ by Westinghouse Electric Co., and M5™ by
Framatome (now AREVA). These are the most used alloys for the fuel cladding in the world
today. The ASTM specifications of Zr-based alloys can be found in Table 1-1

Table 1-1: ASTM Specifications for Zircaloy-2, Zircaloy-4 and Zr-Nb.
Zircaloy-2
Zircaloy-4
Zr-Nb
ZIRLO™*
M5™*
Sn
1.2-1.7
1.2-1.7
0.96
Fe
0.07-0.20
0.18-0.24
0.1
Cr
0.05-0.15
0.07-0.13
Ni
0.03-0.08
Nb
2.4-2.8
0.99
1.0
O
10001000To be specified
1430ppm
1250ppm
1400ppm
1400ppm
Utilization
BWR and
PWR
VVER (Russian
PWR
PWR
CANDU
equivalent to PWR)
*ZIRLO™ and M5™ are trademarks of Westinghouse Electric Co. and Areva, respectively.
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1.1.3. Alloying elements
For Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-4 the matrix is composed of α-Zr, which is the low
temperature, hexagonal phase of zirconium with a = 0.323 nm, c = 0.515 nm and a c/a ratio of
1.593. At 865°C, Zr undergoes an allotropic transformation from hcp α phase to the bcc β-phase.
It finally melts at 1860°C [5].
As for the alloying elements, both Sn and O are found in solid solution, respectively in
substitution and in insertion in the α-Zr matrix [5]. Due to their very low terminal solubility in αZr, the other alloying elements (Fe, Cr, Ni) precipitate as Zr2(Fe,Ni) and Zr(Fe,Cr)2 in Zircaloy-2
and as Zr(Fe,Cr)2 in Zircaloy-4. These second phase particles (SPP) - Laves phases in the case of
Zr(Fe,Cr)2 - precipitate both inter and intra granularly [7]. The precipitate size and distribution are
controlled by the thermal treatment and processing of the alloys, and can influence the corrosion
rate of zirconium alloys [8]. Their optimal size to improve resistance to corrosion in PWRs is
around 150 nm [9] while a fine distribution of small precipitates is preferable in BWRs, because
it improves the resistance to nodular (localized) corrosion [10]. Charquet [11] found that the
solubility limit of iron and chromium in Zr-1.4Sn matrix is 120 ppm for iron at 820°C, 200 ppm
for chromium 860°C and 150 ppm for iron plus chromium at 810°C. The phase diagrams of ZrFe, Zr-Cr and Zr-Ni are presented in Appendix A (Figure A-3, Figure A-4, Figure A-5). The first
precipitates to form when cooling down the melt are of ZrCr2 and Zr2Ni types. The Fe-Zr
particles precipitate at a slightly lower temperature preferentially as Zr(Cr,Fe)2 or Zr2(NiFe)
instead of Zr3Fe [5] , and so the Fe substitutes into the Cr and Ni sublattices.
Niobium is also found in Zr-based alloys. It acts as a β-stabilizer. The Zr-Nb phase
diagram can be found in Figure A-6. The niobium forms solid solution in Zr up to 0.4 at%-0.5
at% At this point, it starts precipitating as β-Nb. These precipitates contain approximately 85% of
Nb and have a size in the order of 50 nm (varying with the heat treatment) which is smaller than
most Zr(Fe,Cr)2 and Zr2(Fe,Ni) precipitates.
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1.2. Waterside corrosion of zirconium-based alloys
1.2.1. General aspect
In this section the oxidation of zirconium and zirconium-based alloys in water
environment at 360°C is discussed. In this environment, a uniform oxide forms on the zirconium
alloy fuel cladding and the thickness of this oxide film grows with time.
The oxidation equation can be written as:
(1)
The process is shown schematically in Figure 1-2. Because a protective oxide is formed, the
reaction in eq (1) needs to be divided into subsections.

Zr Alloy

Oxide layer

Steam or Water

O2-

e-

H
Figure 1-2: Schematic of oxidation process in zirconium alloys
The oxidation can be divided in four steps. First, oxygen dissolved in the water is
adsorbed onto the oxide layer surface. Then the oxygen anions diffuse through the oxide layer.
When they arrive at the oxide/metal interface, they react with Zr cations to form new oxide. This
process releases new electrons, themselves diffusing through the oxide to reduce the hydrogen
ions in the outer layer. However, a fraction of the hydrogen is incorporated into the oxide layer
and reaches the metal. This process is called hydrogen pick-up [1]. This hydrogen is found either
in solid solution in the α-Zr matrix, or as hydrides.
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The corrosion rate decreases as the thickness of the oxide layer increases [1]. Thus, the
rate limiting step is a diffusion process (changing with the oxide thickness): either oxygen ion
diffusion or electron diffusion. Assuming that the rate limiting step is the oxygen ion diffusion
through the oxide layer, a parabolic scaling law for the oxidation kinetics can be developed;
however, if the transport of electrons through the oxide is the rate-limiting step, an electrical
gradient would appear that would slow down the diffusion of oxygen. A lower power law could
then be observed. The rate limiting step is likely influenced by the type of alloying elements, the
environment (temperature, coolant chemistry, etc.) and the thickness of the oxide. Even if some
models have been proposed [12], a complete understanding is still lacking and it is possible that a
combination of these mechanisms may contribute to determine the overall oxidation rate

1.2.2. Oxidation kinetics
In order to study the kinetics of oxidation, it is necessary to establish a link between the
oxide development and the oxidation time. A good way to characterize the oxide is by studying
the weight gain resulting from the ingress of oxygen needed to form the oxide layer. The oxide
thickness can be calculated from the weight gain data with the formula:
[

]

[

]

(2)

Assuming the diffusion of oxygen anions is rate limiting and that the oxide is
stoichiometric at the oxide/water interface and sub-stoichiometric at the oxide/metal interface, a
parabolic law for the oxide thickness is obtained:
√

(3)

However, it is now accepted that the corrosion kinetics follow instead a sub-parabolic law
(cubic or sub-cubic) [13]. Depending on the alloy studied and on the environment, the oxidation
kinetics follow general Equation (4) – with t in Kelvin [8] :
(4)
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This exponent n has been carefully measured in various zirconium alloys at the beginning
of the corrosion and the results are presented in Table 1-2 ( ̅ being the average exponent over the
various alloys of the group – values calculated for a t in K).

Table 1-2: Model alloys pre-transition kinetics constants in 360°C water autoclave experiments[2].
Alloys group
Zr-Fe-Cr
Zr-Cr-Fe
Zircaloy-4
Zirconium
Zr-Sn
Zr-Cu
Zr-Sn-Nb
Zr-Nb
ZIRLO
Zr-2 5Nb-0.5Cu

̅
9.9
10.9
10.2
7.6
9.5
14.1
6.5
5.9
6.7
8.4

̅
0.21
0.19
0.22
0.22
0.29
0.18
0.41
0.45
0.37
0.31

The explanations for the variation of ̅ are not clear yet, but it seems that alloying
elements (both in solid solution and in precipitates) play an important role in determining its
value.

The regime studied above is not the only one to describe the corrosion kinetics. In
addition to that “pre-transition” regime, there is also a “post-transition” regime, approximately
linear. The change from one regime to the other is called the oxide transition. It is characterized
by the oxide thickness at which it occurs – usually between 2 and 3 microns.
A closer look to the post-transition regime shows a periodic pattern [2]. There are several
cycles, reproducing the pre-transition regime. That cyclic regime has been widely observed and
studied in the literature. Studies also show that after 70 to 100 microns, the oxide starts spalling
off. Not all zirconium-based alloys follow this oxidation behavior. While protective alloy oxides
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such as formed in Zircaloy-4 do, other alloys can show initial protective behavior until they reach
a characteristic oxide thickness, at which point they undergo a rapid acceleration of the weight
gain with no recovery: this phenomenon is called breakaway (see Figure 1-3)

Figure 1-3: Different oxidation regimes of Zircaloys [1]
If breakaway occurs, the oxide becomes white (grey for transition) which is characteristic
of a porous, non-protective oxide. This characterizes the formation of stoichiometric ZrO2 (white
in color and very powdery in aspect) and oxide spallation can occur.
Kim [14] studied the oxidation behaviors for Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO in steam, in the
temperature range 700–1200ºC. The results showed the oxidation resistance of ZIRLO below
1200ºC was superior to that of Zircaloy-4. In addition, ZIRLO has been shown not to exhibit a
second breakaway (transition) in autoclaves, in contrast to Zircaloy-4.

1.2.3. Impact of alloying elements
Since zirconium alloys have been used in the nuclear industry, the effects of alloying
additions on the oxidation behavior have been extensively studied [3, 15].
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The addition of tin to zirconium improves the corrosion resistance of the alloy by
decreasing the negative impact of impurities (mostly of N) in the metal. It had also been shown to
improve yield stress and creep resistance. The negative effects of this addition are not to be
neglected: tin decreases the transition characteristic oxide width and increases the post-transition
oxidation rate (uniform corrosion in O). Long-term tests in 360°C water and 400°C steam for
Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-4 -based alloys have been run [16], confirming the last property for both
alloys. The corrosion resistance of Zircaloy-4 improved when the Sn content is reduced to the
lower limit of the ASTM range, in PWR [17], as well as in BWR and in autoclaves[18]. Gohr et
al. [19] found in out-of-reactor tests that Sn exhibits a positive effect on corrosion at low
temperature (<300°C).

As for Fe, Cr and Ni, their impact on the corrosion resistance is not clear yet. Some
studies suggested that the addition of alloying elements with oxidation states other than IV (as is
the case for Fe, Cr and Ni) increases the oxide conductivity [20] or has an impact on defects (e.g.
vacancies) populations and migration [21]. It has been also thought to improve the plasticity of
the oxide, thus delaying the breakdown [5].
The best corrosion-resistant alloys have been containing only tiny amounts of those
elements – on the order of 0.05-0.2% (Table 1-1). It has been shown that they impact both the
corrosion resistance and the mechanical properties, so a good balance has to be found, both for
the amount of each element, and the total combined amounts. The Fe/Cr and Fe/Ni ratios in the
matrix are another important parameter, both for corrosion resistance and hydrogen pick-up [9].

Niobium concentrations in commercial alloys, such as ZIRLO and M5, are higher than
those of the previous elements. The best corrosion resistance has been found to be reached for Nb
content between 2 and 2.5 at% Nb in binary alloys. The solubility of Nb in the α-matrix is also
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higher than for transition metals (around 0.6 wt%). The Nb-containing alloys show better
corrosion resistance than the Zircaloys, and therefore new commercial alloys (such as those
mentioned above) have been developed with Nb.
X-ray absorption experiments showed that Nb existed in the matrix with valence states
from 2 to 5 [22]. Thus Nb oxidation state may be lower, higher or equal to 4, making its impact
difficult to analyze in terms of oxide conductivity.

1.2.4. Impact of precipitates
As explained earlier in this study, oxygen, tin and niobium have very limited solubility in
the α-Zr phase, while the transition metals (Fe, Cr and Ni) precipitate as second phase particles
that are Laves Phases. Niobium, despite higher solubility in α-Zr, also precipitates as β-Nb.
In PWR reactors or static water autoclave, large precipitates (larger than 150 nm) are
preferable for good resistance to uniform corrosion [9]. For BWR conditions, the alloys
containing a lot of small precipitates are shown to be more resistant to corrosion [10] For the ZrNb-based alloys, it seems that the best configuration is a uniform distribution of fine precipitates
[23]. Studies have proved that increasing the precipitates volume fraction improved the corrosion
behavior [24].
Intermetallic precipitates are known to oxidize later than the matrix, thus potentially
creating easier paths for the diffusion of electrons [25], thus impacting both the corrosion process
and the hydrogen uptake. Larger intermetallic precipitates remain unoxidized for a longer time
and have been shown to increase the hydrogen uptake.
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1.3. Microstructure
The microstructure of zirconium alloys (especially of the oxide and the interface region)
has been the subject of many different studies [2, 3, 25, 26]. Most of these studies use
Transmission Electron Microscopy to identify the phases that are present, the orientation
relationships, the size and type of grains, the precipitates… Here are reported the results found for
both Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO.

1.3.1. General morphology
In the metal, large (1-3 µm diameter) equiaxed grains can be observed and identified as
α-Zr, using electron diffraction or X-Ray diffraction [2].

Figure 1-4: Bright Field micrograph of metal grains observed in a Zircaloy-4 sample.
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In the oxide, the grains are smaller. Two types are to be found: columnar (growing
perpendicular to the oxide/metal interface) and small equiaxed grains. The density of those is
higher near the oxide/water interface.
Cracks are found in the oxide, with a higher density between equiaxed grains. Big lateral
cracks are also seen to cut through columnar grains. Most of the observed cracks in the oxide are
in plan cracks, running parallel to the oxide/metal interface.
Precipitates are incorporated into the oxide unoxidized. The precipitates then slowly
oxidize and are transformed into equiaxed grains. The alloying elements are found in higher
concentrations in the oxidized precipitates (Fe, Cr, Nb and/or Ni). Unoxidized precipitates are
usually found in the oxide accompanied with a crack located on the side of the precipitate
opposite from the oxide/metal interface.
Figure 1-5 is an illustration of these general characteristics, taken from a Zircaloy-4
sample oxidized in 360°C water autoclave. The big metal grain, interface, precipitates, and oxide
characteristics can be seen, and some of those are illustrated by the higher magnification pictures
shown below. The features appearing on the metal are bent contours. The grey structure at the
oxide/water interface is a Pt deposition protecting the oxide layer during sample preparation (see
Chapter 2).
The interface is found to be wavy. Yilmazbayhan found that for a ZIRLO sample
corroded in water, the periods in the waves were measured to be 0.6-1.3 µm and the amplitude of
the waves was determined to be 300 nm [2]. She also observed cracks under the delayed parts
(“through” of the wavy interface). Bossis et al [25] characterized the waviness of Zircaloy-4 as
well, finding the same kind of results.
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Figure 1-5: General Morphology of the oxides formed in pure water environment
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1.3.2. Oxide grains: shape and size
Two types of grain morphology are to be found in the oxide: columnar and equiaxed
grains. The columnar grains grow perpendicular to the oxide/metal interface. The size of these
grains depends on the alloy, but does not appear to vary with increasing distance to the oxidewater interface, within a given transition layer.
For Zircaloy-4, equiaxed grains can be found, especially near cracks, and sometimes in
between two aligned columnar grains. The diameter of the equiaxed grains has been reported to
be between 5 and 20 nm [2] for samples corroded in 360°C water. Oskarsson also reports that
water temperature influences equiaxed grain diameter, finding that equiaxed grains are almost
twice as big (20-50 nm) for 360°C water compared to 288°C water (15-30 nm) [27]. Both studies
were conducted at saturation pressure. The difference in the results shows how difficult it is to
obtain precise measurements (due to grain overlapping and the 3-dimensional aspect of the
sample)
As for the columnar grains, Yilmazbayhan reports that their width is in the range of 1028 nm, and that in general, the length/width ratio is constant, and on the order of five [28].
Oskarsson reports columnar grain widths between 15-30 nm and length between 35-60 nm for
288°C water oxidized samples. He also observed larger and longer columnar grains for the
samples oxidized in 360°C water (3-4 times as long). Once again, there seem to be a significant
range in the results. Na Ni [3] reports even greater variations : from 5 to 90 nm in width and 100
to 500 nm in length for columnar grains (all alloys considered). Some if this may be caused by
imperfect measurements due to grain overlay and uncertain measurements of grain size, e.g. due
to inability to separate two nearly oriented grains
The oxide grain morphology also depends on temperature: more equiaxed grains are seen
in the samples oxidized at lower temperatures.
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ZIRLO samples exhibit the same oxide grain morphology, but the columnar grains are
bigger and there are fewer equiaxed grains. The width of the columnar grains is measured as 2533 nm and the equiaxed grains as 17-24 nm. Another notable feature is the orientations of the
different grains, more closely related to each other in ZIRLO than in Zircaloy-4 [2].
Many researchers agree that good corrosion resistance is associated with a low density of
equiaxed grains, and long columnar grains [29-33]. The presence of equiaxed grains between
columnar grains could be an indicator of the oxide kinetic transition, faster oxidation causing the
formation of those smaller grains [33, 34].
Since the grain boundary density is higher in the equiaxed grains regions, cracks are more
likely to form between the boundaries of the grains, thus explaining the observed higher density
of equiaxed grains near the cracks. The observed cracks would then be a consequence of the
morphology of the oxide, and not the other way around[2]. Other studies [34, 35] showed that the
columnar grains transformed to fine equiaxed grains near lateral cracks, as well as near
incorporated intermetallic precipitates.
The positive effect of columnar grain structure could be explained by two different
mechanisms: as the grain boundary density is lower with columnar grains, there is a reduced area
for grain boundary diffusion of oxygen. Alternatively, because the cohesion between columnar
grains is stronger, there are also fewer associated pores or cracks that facilitate the transport of
oxidizing species [31, 36].

1.3.3. Phases present in the oxide
Zirconium oxide (also called zirconia) can be found in three allotropic forms: cubic,
tetragonal, and monoclinic (in decreasing temperature order on the Zr-O phase diagram shown in
Appendix A). The high temperature phase (>2100 °C) is cubic zirconia, which exhibits a fluorite
type structure. The Zr atoms occupy fcc lattice positions and O occupies the tetrahedral sites. In
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each unit cell, there are 4 ZrO2 molecules. The lattice parameter is 5.07 Å and the space group is
Fm3m (see Figure 1-6: Zr ions are dark, O ions are white - ionic radii not respected)

Figure 1-6: Cubic zirconia unit cell

Around 2100°C, cubic zirconia transforms to the tetragonal form by a displacive
transformation: oxygen atoms lying on the same line along the c-axis move upward or downward
by 0.15 of a unit cell [2]. This upward and downward movement of O atoms alternates along the
a-axis and b-axis. During the transformation, the 4-fold rotational axis in cubic zirconia
disappears while the 4-fold screw axis lying on the cube edge along the c-axis remains. The space
group is P42/nmc. The unit cell comprises only two ZrO2 molecules, and the lattice parameters
are a=3.64 Å and c=5.27 Å.

Figure 1-7: (a) Tetragonal zirconia unit cell - (b) 2x2x2 unit cells: Zr fcc-like structure still visible
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The monoclinic phase is stable up to 1100°C. In monoclinic ZrO2, the actual
arrangements of oxygen atoms around Zr are further distorted: one of the oxygen atoms around
the Zr moves apart from one Zr atom and closer to another Zr atom. There are 4 ZrO2 molecules
in the unit cell. The space group is P21/a. The cell dimensions are a=5.169 Å, b=5.232 Å,
c=5.341 Å, β=99.218°, α=γ=90° [2].

Figure 1-8: Monoclinic zirconia unit cell

The tetragonal phase transforms to monoclinic through a martensitic phase
transformation. Because the martensitic transformation is diffusionless and fast, the tetragonal
phase cannot be quenched and is not stable at lower temperatures, unless stabilized by other
factors, as described later.

In the oxide layer of the studied alloys, the main phase is monoclinic zirconia, which is
the stable form at the temperature of oxide formation. Tetragonal zirconia has also been observed
with different techniques (TEM diffraction [32], Raman Spectroscopy [37] and synchrotron X-ray
specroscopy [38]). Although the tetragonal phase is not supposed to be stable at the oxide
formation temperature, several factors could lead to stabilization of this phase: alloying elements
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in solid solution [39], small grains [40] and high compressive stresses [41]. Those conditions are
all present in the oxide layer, especially near the oxide/metal interface. This explains why, even if
the amount of tetragonal phase varies from alloy to alloy (as all the conditions detailed above will
vary), a higher tetragonal fraction is frequently observed near the oxide-metal interface,
decreasing further into the oxide.
Yilmazbayhan et al. [42] reported an association between grain size and shape (small
equiaxed) and phase (tetragonal) for both Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO, although some tetragonal
columnar grains (with a small aspect ratio) have also been observed [29].

1.3.4. Crystallographic Texture
It has been reported that the oxide is highly textured, especially the columnar grains.
Using TEM or X-ray diffraction, it has been found that in oxides formed on Zircaloy-4, the
(002)M plane normal is aligned along the oxide growth direction (meaning that the (002)M plane is
aligned parallel to the oxide/metal interface). Yilmazbayhan [2] crossed results from TEM and
synchrotron X-ray to conclude that the (002)M plane is aligned perpendicular to both the oxidemetal interface and the cross-sectional plane, while the (020)M plane is parallel to the crosssectional plane (the distinction between (002)M and (020)M being hard to make because of their
close d-spacing). This is especially true away from the oxide/metal interface, as at the interface,
the orientation of those axes is as not clearly defined (see Figure 1-9).
The orientation of the ( ̅ 11)M and (111)M poles were also investigated: the ( ̅ 11)M and
(111)M poles are oriented about 30-50° and 50-70° away from the oxide growth direction,
respectively. These results confirm the work by Bechade et al [43, 44].
Tetragonal ZrO2 reflections were also observed, the intensity of the (101)T reflection
strong in the angular range where ( ̅ 11)M and (111)M reflections are also strong. The (101)
reflection of ZrH2 was also observed near the interface, but not in the bulk.
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Figure 1-9: Electron Diffraction Patterns taken in Zircaloy-4 oxide [2]

X-ray diffraction performed on recrystallized Zircaloy-4 sheets oxidized in lithium water
shows that the oxide exhibits a ( ̅

) fiber texture [45]. This result was obtained using the Schulz

reflection method to measure the pole figures. From those, the Orientation Distribution Function
of the monoclinic oxide was calculated, leading to the conclusions on a ( ̅

) fiber texture.

Diffraction patterns were also taken in ZIRLO-grown oxide layers for texture analysis.
The results are very similar to those obtained with Zircaloy-4: (200)M planes aligned parallel to
the oxide/metal interface, (002)M planes aligned perpendicular to it, this being clearer away from
the interface. Orientation of ( ̅ 11)M and (111) M poles are similar also, and their reflections are
more spread out near the interface.
The (101)T ZrH2 reflection is observed near the oxide/metal interface, much weaker to the
one observed in Zircaloy-4. Yilmazbayhan concludes that it could be due either to a lower
hydrogen pick-up in ZIRLO oxides or random probability of hydrides distribution.
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The other main difference is the presence of strong α-Zr reflections near the interface that
were not observed in Zircaloy-4 (see Figure 1-9: Electron Diffraction Patterns taken in Zircaloy-4
oxide [2]). Those are visible only if the beam is oriented to a direction where the singlecrystalline α-Zr is diffracting.

Figure 1-10: Electron Diffraction Patterns taken in ZIRLO oxide[2]

These results are obtained by taken a diffraction pattern from many oxide grains (on the
order of 200 grains) with a large Selected Area Aperture. They show that, despite the differences
in orientation between grains, a global pattern, or texture, can be identified. This texture is not
alloy dependent, though it may vary between alloys oxidized with pure water or lithiated water,
as shown by Yilmazbayhan with Zr-2.5Nb [2]. This explains the different results obtained by Lin
[45] and Kim [46].
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1.3.5. Second phase particles
As explained above, the second phase particles in Zircaloy-4 are mainly Zr(Fe,Cr)2
precipitates, of diameter between 100 and 200 nm.

Those can have two different crystal

structures: either C14 (hcp type) or C15 (fcc type), both Laves Phases.
For the C14, the lattice parameters are: a=b 0.5055 nm, c 0.824 nm, α=β=90°, γ=120°.
For the C15, the lattice parameter is a 0.705 nm. Both unit cells are presented in Figure 1-11( Zr
atoms are grey, Cr atoms are white and Fe atoms are black).

Figure 1-11: Zr(Cr,Fe)2 C14 (hcp) and C15(fcc) crystal structures
The Fe/Cr ratio in those precipitates has been reported to be constant (~2), independent
from the precipitate size and crystal structure, but shown to vary considerably with the heating
treatment and with the overall stoichiometry, from 0.6 to 10. [47]
In ZIRLO, an alloy containing about 1.0% Nb, β-Nb precipitates are observed (bcc
structure, a 0.330 nm), with a diameter around 50 nm, but also some larger hexagonal
Zr(Nb,Fe)2 and cubic (Zr,Nb)4Fe2 precipitates, that had been observed in other Nb-containing
alloys as well [48].
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The oxidation behavior of the precipitates in Zircaloys has been the subject of many
studies [26, 33, 49-53], all agreeing on the fact that a precipitate first is incorporated in metallic
form into the oxide, then is oxidized (with a delay compared to the α-Zr matrix- some hundreds
micrometers away from the interface). For the Laves phases (Zr(Fe,Cr)2), Fe and Cr have
different behavior: chromium oxidizes faster than Fe, that segregates on the borders of the second
phase particles, creating bcc metallic iron agglomerates at the beginning of precipitate oxidation
[50]. The agglomerate then disappears as the Fe oxidizes. The chromium remains homogeneous
within the precipitate volume [33].

Figure 1-12: Schematic illustration for the role of the incorporated precipitate in the ZrO2 [32]
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As explained by Anada in Figure 1-12, volume expansion from oxidation of intermetallic
precipitates causes equiaxed grains to form and loss of protectiveness of the oxide layer. Stresscaused crescent-shaped cracks on top (oxide/water side) of the precipitate are also observed [32].
When they start to oxidize, the second phase particles exhibit a structure composed of
several nanocrystallites (of diameter on the order of a few nm) [54]. The crystalline structure is
mainly tetragonal zirconia, stabilized by the small grains and the alloying elements present.
Garzarolli [33] also observed cubic-ZrO2 in the center of the oxidized second phase particles, and
monoclinic phase at the periphery.
The Nb-containing precipitates exhibit the same behavior: a delayed and gradual
oxidation compared to the alloy matrix. Yilmazbayhan showed that some precipitates become
amorphous at the oxide/metal interface and are oxidized and dissolved later, while are
incorporated in their metallic form. Amorphous second phase particles are bigger than the
crystalline ones and contain a high content of Fe. Big amorphous precipitates with high Fe
content have been observed up to only ~270 nm away from the interface. The oxidation process is
slower for the Nb precipitates than for the Zr(Fe,Cr)2 Laves phases: in Zr-2.5Nb-forned oxides,
the minimum distance at which precipitates become amorphous has been observed to be ~ 800
nm[2], or even ~1 μm [3].
Proff [26] studied this delay in oxidation, relating it to the specific free energy of
oxidation he calculated for each precipitate type: he defines a free energy limit (~ -735 kJ/mol of
metal atom) below which the precipitate exhibits delayed oxidation. He calculated the free
energies using data for each element present in the s, and Hess’ law, assuming ideal solution and
a 1:1 ratio of intermetallics containing two alloying elements. He also corrected some of his
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results when the formation enthalpy was known from experiments. Even if those results are to be
treated with care, they give a good trend on the corrosion behavior of precipitates in Zircaloys.

Figure 1-13: Free energy of oxidation for the different second phases particles encountered in
Zircaloys, normalized to the number of metal atoms in the precipitate [26].

1.3.6. Interface
The oxide/metal interface has been extensively studied, but many points of controversy
still remain. It is most of the time easy to see, as oxide grains develop on top of the metal grains
that are considerably bigger. The interface does not present itself as a straight line; it is both wavy
and rough, as steep hills and ridges can be observed at both the micro- and the nano-scale.
It has been observed that the oxide/metal interface is better defined for slowly developing
oxides (Zr-2.5Nb and ZIRLO) than for the faster corroding ones (Zircaloy-4) [2]. It has been also
argued that for alloys containing Nb, the β-Zr phase is stabilized and oxidizes faster than the αphase, leading to the formation of ridges at the interface.
An intermediate layer has often been observed between the oxide and the metal grains
[29, 31, 34, 55, 56]. Its chemical composition and crystallographic structure are still being
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debated. There are also different results obtained from direct observations (TEM bright-field
imaging) and chemical measurements (EDX or EELS to get the oxide content evolution).
Yilmazbayhan [2] observed blocky grains at the interface of a pre-transition Zircaloy-4
oxide, forming a more or less continuous layer of size 50-100 nm along the oxide growth
direction. Those results were confirmed by Ni [3].

Figure 1-14: The oxide/metal interface of a pre-transition oxide layer formed during 360°C
corrosion of Zircaloy-4[3] (1) columnar oxide grains, (2) blocky grains, (3) metal grains.
For the post-transition oxides, it is more frequent to observe the oxide growing directly
into the α-Zr, either without any transitional layer, or with small square grains (on the order of 20
nm).
Other authors studied the structure of the region of the metal close to the interface,
describing it as different from the bulk metal grains. Yilmazbayhan exhibits a region that contains
oxygen diffusing ahead of the oxide and is 400-500 nm wide for the Zircaloy-4 samples.
Embbeded in that region, small equiaxed grains (5-10 nm) are observed and

identified as

tetragonal ZrO2 (using the 101T reflection for Dark Field imaging). A similar region has been
reported in ZIRLO samples, being narrower (250-300 nm) than in Zircaloy-4 samples .
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To obtain more information on the oxygen diffusing in this region ahead of the oxide,
EELS scans were conducted with increasing precision, as well as Atom Probe Tomography
studies.

Figure 1-15: Calculated oxygen content for Zicaloy-4 and ZIRLO oxidized in 360°C water as a
function of distance from the oxide/metal interface[2].

These EELS scans by Yilmazbayhan show a slow decrease in the oxygen content, over a
characteristic distance coherent with the TEM observations (550 nm for Zircaloy-4, 250 nm for
ZIRLO).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1-16: EELS oxygen line profiles across the metal interface in (a) 34-day ZIRLO
RXA, (b) 100-day ZIRLO RXA, (c) and (d) two different regions of 140-day ZIRLO RXA and
(e) pre-transition 90-day Zircaloy-4.
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The EELS results presented in Figure 1-16 were obtained by Ni et al [57] and show the
evolution of that intermediate layer for ZIRLO with the oxidation time: if there seem to be no
intermediate layer after 34 days, this layer develops from 80 nm of ZrO at 100 days, 150 nm at
some places of the interface after 140-days (could be extended to 250 nm if the limit is set where
the oxygen concentration is at 29 at%, limit solubility of oxygen in solid solution in α-Zr). In
other places, for the same oxidation time, there is no intermediate layer at all.
For Zircaloy-4, only one set of data is published, exhibiting a ZrO layer of 55-60 nm.
This is relatively early in the corrosion process, and only takes into account the ZrO layer, not the
slow gradient towards the 29 O at% limit in solid solution.
The evolution of that layer with oxidation time is worth studying, as it is not yet clear if
the accumulation of oxygen near the oxide metal interface could slow down or enhance the
corrosion process. It also seems that the intermediate layer disappears at transition (at least in
some places along the oxide/metal interface).
Another important factor is the crystallography at the interface. In some cases, the 50-100
nm ZrO layer matches the size of the blocky grains. For other samples, the layer is wider; it
would be interesting to link the oxygen content to the crystal structure of this layer.
The crystallography of the interface has been extensively studied, and very different
results have been presented [25, 29, 42, 56-59]. The discrepancies in the results are probably due
to the lack of a comprehensive model: each result characterizes a given position at the interface of
a given alloy oxidized for a given time. The global mechanism driving the evolution of the
interface is still not understood.
From the results of their EELS scans, Yilmazbayhan et al. concluded that the
intermediate layer was composed of α-Zr(containing 29 O at%, solid solubility of oxygen in that
phase) with some Zr3O phase. Bossis et al. identified a ω-Zr phase, with about 40 at% oxygen in
solid solution. The ω -phase appears as a metastable phase in several binary and multicomponent
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alloys of Ti and Zr which contain the required levels of β-stabilizing elements. In the case of the
pressure-induced transformation, the equilibrium ω -phase can be generated from the α-phase by
the application of adequate static pressure. This last mechanism would be the one responsible for
the presence of this phase at the interface. The crystal structure of ω-Zr has been determined to be
hexagonal, belonging to the space group

(P6/mmm) with a=b=0.504 nm, c=0.317 nm,

α=β=90°, γ=120°

Figure 1-17: Unit cell of the ω -Zr phase

Iltis [59] exhibited electron diffraction results that tend to confirm the presence of the ωZr phase in Zircaloy-4 samples. The oxygen content in solid solution would match the
composition of Zr3O. Zr3O also has been reported by other studies. The difficulty presented by
this rhombohedral phase is that its unit cell is very elongated, allowing for a lot of peaks with
very similar d-spacing to appear (a= 0.56nm, c=1.56 nm, c/a ~ 2.8).
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Figure 1-18: Unit cell of the rhombohedral Zr3O phase

Results also differ between pre- and post-transition oxides, as for some authors the
intermediate phase would disappear at transition, to reform slowly afterwards. Others don’t note
the disappearance at the transition.

1.3.7. Factors affecting oxide transition
The oxide transition, which ushers in an accelerated corrosion rate, is an indicator of the
loss of protectiveness of the oxide. The transition is believed to be due to the buildup of stress in
the oxide layer, that causes mechanical failure when it reaches a threshold stress. The thickness at
which this occurs is characteristic of each alloy, since oxide microstructure, alloying elements
and precipitates size and distribution will differ.
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The exact transition mechanism is not fully understood. One of the models assumes that
stress buildup results in the formation of micro-cracks and pores (as small as 1-3 nm) along the
oxide grains boundaries.When these pores become connected, forming a network that goes from
the oxide/water interface up to the oxide/metal interface, the O2- ions can travel a lot faster
through the oxide layer, resulting in an accelerated corosion rate. The new dense oxide formed
would not exhibit such an interconnected network of porosity, thus being protective again. This
model unfortunately lacks a good explanation of how pores are formed, and how they get
connected (after a characteristic time / oxide width).
The influence of lateral cracks (running parallel to the oxide/metal interface) is not clear
either: some authors claim they act to slow down the transport of the oxidation species in the
oxide [60], while others explain that lateral cracks would allow the oxygen to chose the fastest
path to the oxide/metal interface [61].
The size and composition of the precipitates in the oxide layer could also impact the
transition – for they are at the origin of stress and crack formation. As they oxidize, precipitates
expend their volume in an enclosed space, leading to the buildup of compressive stress.
The impact on the oxygen-rich intermediate layer is not known yet. Accumulation of
oxygen near the metal could mean accelerated corrosion (that would in the same time suppress
that oxygen-rich layer). It could also mean that, as the oxygen can accumulate, the oxidation is
slowed down in the regions where this layer is present. If the said layer was to be identified as ωZr, hen high compressive stress are necessary for its formation. This would be a way for the oxide
to relaxe some of its stress, instead of undergoing transition, thus delaying that transition.
Because many factors affect the transition, it is often not easy to differentiate between
causes and effect of this phenomenon. A precise study of the evolution of the oxide layer with
respect to oxidation time (pre- and post-transition samples) should yield more information on this
important topic.
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1.4. Goal of this study
The literature review shows clearly that, despite a lot of studies on the oxide layers of
various zircaloys, there is still much to understand about the oxidation mechanism and about its
impact on the microstructure of the oxide layer and the interface with the metal. The causes of the
oxide transition are still not fully understood either.
The objective of this research is to continue the work done on the understanding of the
various mechanisms of oxidation, using transmission electron microscopy. It is proven that alloy
composition, heat treatment, and microstructure of alloy directly impact the oxidation process and
therefore, the varying corrosion rates. We assume that an extensive study of the microstructure
will yield more information about the way they impact the transition process.
In this study, the microstructure of oxides formed on Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO, corroded in
360°C pure water, are characterized, using transmission electron microscopy.
The characterization techniques used in this study can provide more detailed information
about the oxide. Using Bright-Field imaging, the oxide morphology across the oxide layers is
studied with an excellent spatial resolution (~5 nm). Using electron diffraction analysis and DarkField imaging, the structure and the chemistry variation are characterized. Finally, using EELS
scans, it is possible to determine the evolution of the oxygen content across the oxide/metal
interface. This can be linked to our observations of the structure. The results of these experiments
lead us to derive the relationship between the alloy characteristics and the oxide characteristics.
Those will be conducted for samples before and after transition, in order to analyze the causes
and consequences of this phenomenon.
In a first part, the characterization techniques and the different samples that are studied
are detailed (Chapter 2). Then, the results of the oxide characterization and the data analysis will
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be presented (Chapter 3). Finally, the comparisons of the results and the conclusions drawn about
the different alloys and stages of corrosion will be exposed (Chapter 4).
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Chapter 2
Experimental Procedures
2.1. Samples studied
For this research study, it has been decided to study both Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO,
commercial alloys that are widely used in the nuclear industry, but have different corrosion
behavior. Through the MUZIC-2 program, it was possible to have access to samples of both
alloys. The corrosion tests have been performed by Westinghouse.

2.1.1. Manufacturing
The typical manufacturing procedure of PWR nuclear fuel is described in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1: Typical manufacturing procedure of Zircaloy fuel cladding material [2]
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For the MUZIC-2 program, the samples obtained from Westinghouse Electric Company
were then recrystallized.

2.1.2. Chemical composition
The compositions of the alloys were determined by vacuum hot extraction and provided
by Westinghouse Electric Company. The ingot compositions of Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO can be
seen in Table 2-1 below.
Additional tests were performed on the alloys to confirm the values below. The carbon
amount was determined using Combustion Infrared Detection, the oxygen with Inert Gas Fusion,
and the metals using Direct Current Plasma Emission Spectroscopy.

Table 2-1: Composition of the Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO alloys [2]
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The complementary tests results are presented in Table 2-2 below:
Table 2-2: Complementary test results on the studied alloys

Carbon
Oxygen
Chromium
Iron
Tin
Niobium

Zircaloy-4
wt ppm
150
1330
970
1900
13400
/

ZIRLO
wt ppm
270
890
/
980
9500
10300

precision
+/- wt ppm
50
50
50
50
200
200

The results are similar to the theoretical composition, except for the high content of
carbon in both alloys. The numbers must be treated with care, considering the repartition of
alloying elements between solid solution and precipitates: most of the iron is contained in the
second phase particles; with only a small amount in solid solution. Knowing the repartition, it is
possible to calculate the precipitate volume fraction. Yilmazbayhan conducted such a calculation,
yielding the following results:

Table 2-3: Calculated elemental distribution in Zircaloys between matrix and precipitates
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To reach these values, several assumptions were made:
 The solid solution amount of Nb in the alloys is 0.5 wt.%.
 Sn is completely in the solid solution of the alloy.
 All alloys contain Fe whether as an alloying element or impurity. The impurity level of
Fe in all alloys was about 300-500 wt. ppm. In the calculations, 500 wt. ppm was used as
the impurity level of Fe. Depending on the heat treatment of the alloy and alloy
composition, some amount of Fe is dissolved in the matrix. It is assumed to be 100 wt.
ppm (0.01 wt.%).
 Zircaloy-4 has only Zr(Cr0.33,Fe0.66)2 type of precipitates. Only 100 wt. ppm Fe and Cr
were assumed in the solid solution.
 ZIRLO has Zr(Nb,Fe)2 and β-Nb (80 wt% Nb and 20 wt% Zr) type precipitates. The
Nb/Fe ratio is not known in these precipitates. Therefore it is assumed to be 1.
 For the volume fraction of precipitates, the precipitate density is assumed as 7.24 g/cm3
(theoretical density of Zr(Cr0.33,Fe0.66)2 precipitates in Zircaloy-4) and alloy density is
assumed as 6.55 g/cm3. By assuming 100 wt. ppm of Fe and Cr are dissolved in the
matrix of the alloy, the rest of the Fe and Cr are precipitated out with the composition
above. For the β-Nb particles, only the 0.5 wt.% of Nb is assumed to be dissolved in the
matrix and the rest of Nb is precipitated out as β-Nb with the composition above.


According to the amount of materials in the precipitates in the unit volume, the volume
fractions of second phase particles were calculated.

It is interesting to notice the increase in the second phase particles volume fraction from
Zircaloy-4 to ZIRLO, which is significant and caused by the higher overall alloying content of the
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latter. The other differences are relatively small (compared to the zirconium content, accounting
for 96%), but still undeniably have an impact on the corrosion behavior.

2.1.3. Corrosion
Corrosion tests were performed by Westinghouse Electric Co. in their laboratory facility
in Monroeville, PA. Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO samples were corroded in the form of corrosion
coupons (25 mm x 20 mm x 0.8 mm). The samples were corroded in 360°C pure water at
saturation pressure of 2708 psi (18.7 MPa) in static 4-liter autoclaves. This does not exactly
reproduce the PWR operating conditions (the coolant temperature is approximately 310°C at a
pressure of 2250 psi (15.5 MPa)). In fact, the temperature and pressure are higher than in the
PWR (although no irradiation and no temperature gradient), but the behavior of the alloys in this
environment correlates well with in-reactor behavior, i.e. alloys that behave well in this test
normally behave well in-reactor.
A list of the samples studied in this thesis is presented in Table 2-4. The oxide thickness
has been calculated from the weight gain data. The weight gain (in mg/dm2) as a function of
corrosion time is plotted in Figure 2-2. The arrows indicate the samples listed in Table 2-4 and
which were studied in the present work.

Table 2-4: Corrosion data for the studied samples

Zircaloy -4

Exposure time
(days)

weight gain
(mg/dm2)

oxide thickness
(μm)

60

27.7

1.9

Post-1 transition

75
90

29.8
41.7

2.0
2.8

Pre-transition

105

42.3

2.9

Post-1st transition

120

52.7

3.6

135

61.2

4.2

Pre-transition
st

ZIRLO
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Weight gain (mg/dm2)

120
100
80
60

Zircaloy-4
ZIRLO

40
20
0
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

Corrosion time (days)
Figure 2-2: Weight gain evolution with autoclave exposure time

2.2. Sample preparation
The objective of this study is to examine the oxide layer and the oxide/metal interface,
using a Transmission Electron Microscope. One of the techniques used to obtain samples TEM
observable is electro-polishing, using an acid solution to chemically thin down a small area. The
limitation of this method is that there is no precision as to the studied area (impossible to thin
down precisely at the interface, per example) – and it also creates a hole in the center of the
sample. It is also not very well suited for oxide samples.
Electro polishing was only used for bulk metal analysis, and Focused Ion Beam (FIB)
sample preparation was preferred for the study of the oxide layer. As it is sometimes difficult to
uniformly thin down a large area, both normal samples and cross sectional samples were
prepared.
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Oxide

Metal

Metal

Figure 2-3: Sample preparation geometry: (a) "normal" samples (horizontal interface) and (b)
cross-sectional samples (vertical interface)
Obtaining cross-sectional samples requires a special preparation that had been described
accurately by Yilmazbayhan [2]. The only difference is the use of sheet samples instead of tubes.

2.2.1. Cross-sectional Sample Preparation
The cross-sectional sample preparation procedure is illustrated in Figure 2-4
An axial segment of about 1.5 mm width is cut from the sheet corrosion samples (a) and
then ground on one side only to a thickness of about 0.35 mm to facilitate subsequent insertion
into a 3 mm diameter brass tube. Care was taken to provide backing to the non-grounded side of
the oxide for subsequent grinding and polishing so that the oxide did not crack (b). This piece was
inserted into a slit in a molybdenum rod (c). The molybdenum rod with a slit provides mechanical
stability to the specimens and decreases the volume fraction of epoxy used in the sample. This
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rod containing the sample pieces was inserted into a brass tube and glued using epoxy (d), cured
at 80°C for 15-20 minutes. After the tube was cured, slices about 0.5 mm thick were cut from the
brass tube to provide 3-mm diameter disks with the oxide cross-section located near the center of
the disk (e).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

Oxide

Brass Tube
Zr Alloy

Molybdenum Rod

Epoxy

3mm
Figure 2-4: Steps of the cross-sectional sample preparation

The disk samples were then ground to reduce the thickness and provide a clean, polished
surface for the TEM sample preparation, using the FIB lift-out technique. The complete step-bystep procedure has been written down for future reference, and is available in the Appendix B:
Sample preparation procedures.

2.2.2. Electro-polishing
Electro-polishing allows to prepare samples thin enough for TEM observation. It was
used to study the metal alloy, as it is not convenient for oxide observation. The FIB sample
preparation used for the oxide observations is more difficult and more expensive.
Once again, the procedure has been described by Yilmazbayhan [62] and is reproduced
here: the samples were prepared by mechanically grinding the strips of metal to a thickness of
approximately 100 μm (thus removing any oxide layer in the process), punching out 3 mm
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diameter disks, then electropolishing in a solution of 670 ml methanol, 100 ml of butoxyethanol
and 130 ml HCl, at a temperature of −60 °C and an electropolishing current of 20 mA.

2.2.3. FIB Sample Preparation
The Focused Ion Beam at The Pennsylvania State University is a FEI Quanta 3D 200, a
Dual Beam instrument, consisting of both a FIB column and a SEM column – see Figure 2-5.
The fundamental working principle of FIB is the following: a finely focused beam of ions is
applied to the surface of the sample. Depending on the beam current, this is used for imaging (at
low current) or milling (at high current). The Quanta 3D 200 uses a gallium ion source, which is
the most often used type of metal ions in FIB. The ion beam is focused onto the sample surface
by a set of electrostatic lenses. This allows the formation of a spot with a size on the order of a
few nanometers, and makes precise milling possible. The beam current density can be high (up to
20 nanoamperes) with a small energy spread.
When the gallium (Ga+) primary ion beam hits the sample surface, it sputters the sample
material, forming secondary ions and neutral atoms. Secondary electrons are produced in the
process as well. At high ion beam current, the sputtering process is predominant, leading to the
removal of material during FIB milling. At low current, however, the generated secondary ions or
electrons can be utilized for imaging. Chemical vapor deposition of metal or insulator materials
can also be carried out using FIB: a gas (W, Pt) is sprayed by a gas injector to be adsorbed on the
surface, which is then decomposed by the primary ion beam and leaves the desired reaction
product on the surface as a thin film.
Dual beam instruments offer the ability to monitor ion milling processes in real time by
imaging with the electron beam. This not only allows a higher image resolution with the finer
electron beam but also prevents the surface damage that would be produced when imaging with
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an ion beam. This is particularly important for TEM sample preparation where surface features
are often of interest.

Figure 2-5: Dual Beam FIB instrument (adapted from [63])

FIB is a commonly used technique for TEM specimen preparation. As explained before,
this is due to advantages over other methods, the biggest of which being the precise selection of
the target area. Another important advantage is that FIB-prepared samples have large electrontransparent areas, which makes observations more reliable.
The technique used in this thesis is called In-Situ Lift-Out. The general principle is to
extract a thin foil from the sample, attach it to a copper half-grid, and thin it down even more to
reach electron transparency (~ 100 nm thickness). Several detailed steps have to be followed.
First, it is necessary to deposit some Pt on top of the sample, to protect the surface from the ion
milling (Figure 2-6– (a)). Then, orienting the sample perpendicular to the ion beam, trenches are
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dug on each side of the foil of interest (2-6 (b)), which is then attached to a probe and cut from
the original sample (this is called Lift-Out – the interface can be seen in 2-6 (c). This foil, about
10 microns wide, 7 microns deep and 1 micron thick, is then attached to a copper half-grid (2-6
(d)) and the probe is removed. This all process takes place inside the FIB chamber, with no
interruption to open it. This is why the technique is called In Situ.
The last step to this process is to thin the foil (now attached to the copper half-grid by two
platinum deposition in the bottom corners) to electron-transparency. By varying the tilt of the
sample and the current of the ion beam, while monitoring each step with the electron beam, the
thickness is slowly reduced (Figure 2-6 (e)). This step must be executed with extra care, in order
to produce equally thinned samples. The risks are many: if the thinning is not homogeneous,
bending can appear, and holes are created – to try to prevent this, thicker bands are left on the
sides, which also help give mechanical stability to the sample. Eventually, using a 5 keV ion
beam, the foil is cleaned of any contamination, and a smaller thickness is achieved.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2-6: The in Situ Lift out TEM sample preparation, step by step.
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2.3. Transmission Electron Microscopy
The following section describing the operation of a TEM is directly inspired from
Yilmazbayhan’s thesis[2].
In Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), a thin solid specimen (≤200 nm thick) is
bombarded in vacuum with a highly-focused, monoenergetic beam of electrons. The beam is of
sufficient energy to propagate through the specimen. A series of electromagnetic lenses then
magnifies this transmitted electron signal. A schematic view of a transmission electron
microscope, showing the location of a thin sample and the principal lenses with the column, is
illustrated in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7: Schematic diagram of a transmission electron microscope, showing the location of a
thin sample and the principal lenses within the column
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2.3.1. Imaging
In imaging mode, the post-specimen lenses are set to examine the information in the
transmitted signal at the image plane of the objective lens. Here, the scattered electron waves
finally recombine, forming an image with recognizable details related to the sample
microstructure (or atomic structure). The contrast comes from the fact that diffraction aperture
selects only one of the beams and blocks the others. When the image is reconstituted, the strongly
diffracting locations will be lighter than the rest. There are three primary image modes used in
conventional transmission electron microscopy work: bright-field microscopy, dark-field
microscopy and high resolution electron microscopy. In practice, the three image modes differ in
the way in which an objective diaphragm is used as a filter in the back focal plane.
In the bright-field imaging, a small objective aperture is used to block all diffracted
beams and to pass only the transmitted (undiffracted) electron beam. In the absence of any
microstructural defects, a bright-field image of a strain-free, single phase material of uniform
thickness would lack contrast regardless of specimen orientation. Contrast arises in a bright-field
image when thickness or compositional variations or structural anomalies are present in the
illuminated sample area (or when the sample is strained), so that electrons in some areas are
scattered out of the primary beam to a greater extent than in neighboring regions. The regions in
which intensity is most effectively removed from the incident beam to become scattered or
diffracted intensity appear dark in bright-field image since this intensity is removed by the
objective aperture.
In the dark-field imaging, unlike bright-field imaging, the beam is tilted to move one of
the diffraction spots to the primary beam position. Since the objective aperture blocks all other
reflections other than the one in the center, dark-field image is obtained by using one of the
diffraction spots. The regions which appear dark in the bright-field image appear as light in dark-
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field image. By using dark-field imaging, it was possible to relate crystal structure (monoclinic or
tetragonal) with the grain shape (columnar or equiaxed).
The last example of the imaging techniques in transmission electron microscopy is highresolution imaging. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy is made possible by using a
large diameter objective aperture that admits only the transmitted beam, but at least one diffracted
beam as well. All of the beams passed by the objective aperture are then made to recombine in
the image forming process, in such a way that their amplitudes and phases are preserved. When
viewed at high magnification, it is possible to see contrast in the image in the form of periodic
fringes. These fringes represent direct resolution of the Bragg diffraction planes; the contrast is
referred to as phase contrast [2].

2.3.2. Identification of Crystal Structure
High resolution TEM can be used for determination of crystal structure, lattice parameter
and crystal orientations – as recent TEM are able to reach a sub-atomic spatial resolution.
The other –and easier – way to identify the crystal structure of a material is by electron
diffraction. Diffracted electrons are observed in the form of a diffraction pattern at the
microscope back focal plane. This information is used to determine the atomic structure of the
material in the sample. Transmitted electrons form images from small regions of sample, by using
contrast, due to several scattering mechanisms associated with interactions between electrons and
the atomic constituents of the sample. Analysis of transmitted electron images yields information
about both the crystal structure and any defects in the material.
A transmission electron microscope provides a diffraction pattern from a small specimen
area. This diffraction pattern is obtained in diffraction mode, where the postspecimen lenses are
set to examine the information in the transmitted signal at the back focal plane of the objective
lens. There are two diffraction techniques in transmission electron microscopy. The first one is
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SAD (selected area diffraction). In selected area diffraction, the condenser lens is defocused to
produce parallel illumination at the specimen and a selected-area aperture is used to limit the
diffracting volume. The lenses condense the diffracted beams into spots in the back focal plane of
the sample. A diffraction pattern is then simply an image of the back focal plane. The selected
area diffraction pattern might be a superposition of diffraction patterns from crystallites in the
illuminated area that poses distinct orientation. The other diffraction technique is CBD
(convergent beam diffraction). In convergent beam diffraction, the incident electron probe is
focused to illuminate a crystallite in the center of the image. This focused probe technique is
sometimes referred to as micro-diffraction. The diffraction patterns consist of discs instead of
spots. This is a result of the use of focused or convergent illumination instead of parallel
illumination.

2.3.3. Chemical characterization
The precipitates incorporated in the oxide layers and variations in their crystal structure
from the oxide/metal to the oxide/water interfaces were also studied using transmission electron
microscopy. Since it is difficult to distinguish the precipitates incorporated in the oxide layers
from the oxide itself, an energy filter mapping system (EFTEM) was used to identify where the
precipitates are in the oxide layer. The EELS mapping system was also used to determine the
oxygen content of the different layers present at the oxide/metal interface.
The energy filtered TEM (EFTEM) system allows the user to select an energy range, and
records the TEM image created only by the electrons in this range. Selecting the Zero-Loss range
will filter out all inelastically scattered electrons. This results in better mass contrast and spatial
resolution both for imaging and diffraction patterns. It is also possible to select an energy range
close to the absorption edge of a given material (O, Fe, Cr…). This element will appear white on
the picture. This is useful to identify precipitates location (Fe and Cr maps), as well as interface
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position (oxygen map) and to a lesser extent, the presence of an oxygen-charged layer in the
metal.
To study the evolution of the oxygen content across the interface, Electron Energy Loss
Spectroscopy (EELS) is better suited than EDS, as it offers spatial resolution as low as 0.7 nm
(1.0 nm in this work). As they go through the sample, the electrons lose energy by inelastic
scattering. The energy loss can be measured, and computed into an EELS spectra: scattered
intensity as a function of energy loss. Three regions can be identified in an EELS spectrum: the
zero-loss peak (ΔE=0) with electrons that didn’t undergo inelastic scattering; the low-loss region
(energy-loss up to about 50eV) that gives information about the phases and features present in the
studied area; and the high-loss region of the spectrum, created by inelastic interaction with the
inner or core shell electrons, that provides direct elemental identification, bonding and atomic
position information. The different characteristic features present in these different parts are used
to provide analytical and structural information. In this work, the Zr M4,5 edge (180eV) and the O
K-edge (530 eV) were used to characterize the oxygen content at the interface.
Three Transmission electron microscopes were used during this research. A Philips 420
120keV (Tungsten) TEM was used in the beginning for some imaging and diffraction. The
mainly used TEM was a JEOL LaB6 TEM of 200 keV, which enabled imaging through thicker
samples with more intensity. It was also used to do energy-filtered imaging, as it is equipped with
a Gatan Image Filter (GIF). A JEOL LaB6 2010F STEM of 200 keV was also used for the
recording of EELS scans across the oxide/metal interface.

In conclusion, transmission electron microscopy is a powerful characterization technique
that enables us to see all the features in the material at very high magnification and also to
determine the crystal structure of the material at the same time. The disadvantage of this
technique is the sample preparation requirements which can generate artifacts on the sample.
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Since the sample has to be electron transparent to be studied in transmission electron microscopy,
it has to be thinned down to a thickness around 100 nm. During this sample preparation step, the
sample can be damaged and it is sometimes difficult to distinguish the sample preparation effects
from the intrinsic effects, i.e. cracks in the oxide layer can be caused by sample preparation or be
formed during oxidation.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Results
In this chapter, the results of the characterization performed on oxide layers formed on
Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO alloys in the time period close to the first kinetic transition are discussed.
The chapter is organized so that the different characterization results are discussed separately, in
order to effectively compare the two alloys and the pre- and post-transition samples for each
characteristic.

3.1. General observations on the microstructure of the base metal and oxide layers
This section focuses on the general characteristics of the metal and the oxide layers
formed during autoclave corrosion of Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO alloys, performed in 360°C in pure
water, as discussed in Chapter 2.
As described in Table 2-4, the oxide thicknesses studied in this work range between 2 and
4 microns, making it possible to see the entire oxide scale on a FIB-prepared TEM sample (about
8 μm x 10 μm and 100 nm thick). Figure 3-1 presents a TEM bright field micrograph of an oxide
layer formed on ZIRLO, which was archived just before the oxide kinetic transition in this alloy
(oxidized for 105 days to an oxide thickness of 2.5 μm). The platinum seen on the top right corner
was deposited during the sample preparation process, in order to protect the oxide layer during
ion thinning. On the left, this Pt layer has been depleted, which has caused the oxide to be
consumed. In the region where the Pt layer is intact, the full length of the oxide scale can be
measured, and is found to be in good agreement with the thickness determined from weight gain
(2.5 μm). The oxide/metal interface is indicated by the dotted white line. Its location was
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determined by tilting the sample to increase the phase contrast between the oxide and the metal.
The oxide/metal interface is not a straight line, but exhibits undulations at the micro- and nanoscale.
Large lateral cracks are observed in the oxide layer, roughly parallel to the oxide/metal
interface. Although these cracks are believed to be created during sample preparation, they may
be an indication of weaker points in the structure of the oxide. Their shape often follows the
shape of the oxide/metal interface located directly under their position, as seen in the figure.

Figure 3-1: Bright Field micrograph of an oxide layer grew on ZIRLO to just before the oxide
transition (oxidized for 105 days; oxide thickness: 2.5 μm). The oxide/metal interface is indicated
by the white dotted line.
Figure 3-2 shows a higher magnification micrograph taken from the ZIRLO sample
shown in Figure 3-1 to illustrate with more precision the general morphology of the metal near
the oxide/metal interface. A grain boundary in the base metal is indicated by the line of small
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white dots. The Zr hcp metal grains are equiaxed, with a diameter in the 1-3 microns range. They
have been identified as the hcp α-phase of zirconium by diffraction analysis performed on the
bottom grain (white X mark).
The diffraction pattern indexing was performed using JEMS, a software package
developed by P. Stadelmann in Lausanne for analysis of diffraction patterns[64]. The crystal
structure used for the indexing is hexagonal, with a=3.232 Å and c=5.148 Å. The analysis shows
that the zone axis for this orientation is [010].

Figure 3-2: Bright Field micrograph of the metal near the oxide/metal interface of a pre-transition
ZIRLO sample (oxidized for 105 days; oxide thickness: 2.5 μm) showing a metal grain boundary,
a second phase precipitate and a hydride particle.
As also shown in Figure 3-2, second phase particles (present in the as-fabricated alloy)
are observed in the metal. They are of different type, depending on the alloy considered, as
explained in section 1.3.5. Zirconium hydride particles are also often seen, especially near the
oxide/metal interface. Both of these structures will be studied in more detail in section 3.4 and
3.5, respectively.
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3.2. Oxide grain morphology
For both alloys and at all stages of corrosion studied in this work, the morphology of the
oxide layer consists principally of columnar grains elongated in the oxide growth direction, with a
smaller percentage of small equiaxed grains in good agreement with previous studies [8, 27, 28].
Figure 3-3 shows a bright field micrograph of an oxide layer grown for 105 days on ZIRLO
(oxide thickness: 2.5 μm), taken at the oxide/metal interface (indicated by the white dotted line).
Columnar grains can be observed growing perpendicular to the oxide/metal interface and
extending up to the oxide/metal interface itself. As a general rule, the longer the columnar grains,
the wider they are: that is, the aspect ratio of the oxide grain does not vary much. Moiré fringes
can be observed on some of the grains, a result of grain overlapping.

Figure 3-3: Bright Field micrograph of the oxide near the oxide/metal interface of a pre-transition
ZIRLO sample (oxidized for 105 days; oxide thickness: 2.5 μm). Some columnar oxide grains are
highlighted by white dotted lines, showing they extend right up to the oxide/metal interface.
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Small equiaxed grains are more prevalent in specific locations: near the oxide/water
interface and in the vicinity of cracks, as can be seen on the micrograph presented in Figure 3-4
that was taken near the oxide/water interface of the ZIRLO sample (oxidized for 105 days, with
an oxide thickness around 2.5 μm) shown in Figure 3-1, 3-2, 3-3. The oxide/water interface
(OWI) is indicated by the white dotted line between the Pt deposition and the oxide itself. Many
small equiaxed grains can be observed within 150 nm of the oxide/water interface, as well as a
crack running parallel to the oxide/water interface. The presence of equiaxed grains near the
oxide/water interface is logical, as the oxide near the oxide/water interface is the first oxide
formed, and columnar grains are thought to grow from equiaxed grains by self-selection [42].

Figure 3-4: Bright Field micrograph of a pre-transition ZIRLO sample (oxidized for 105 days;
oxide thickness: 2.5 μm) showing small equiaxed grains near the oxide/water interface (OWI).

The grain size was measured for all the samples studied in this work. Overlapping grains
can make the length measurement difficult, which partially explains the large standard deviation
in the average length obtained. These measurements are now illustrated for both alloys.
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3.2.1. Zircaloy-4
In the bulk of the oxide formed on Zircaloy-4, the width and length of the columnar
grains have been measured, and the aspect ratio (width/length) calculated from the results. The
method used to measure the grain is illustrated in Figure 3-5, a bright field micrograph taken in
the bulk of the oxide grown on a pre-transition Zircaloy-4 sample corroded for 75 days (oxide
thickness: 2.0μm) where the measured grains have been identified and traced, using ImageJ.

Figure 3-5: Columnar grains identified for measurement in the bulk of an oxide grown on
Zircaloy-4 for 75 days to a thickness of 2.0 μm (~ 1.65 microns from the oxide/metal interface)

For the pre-transition oxide, the length of the columnar grains is in the 60-230 nm range,
with an average value around 130 nm. The width is comprised between 10 nm and 40 nm; its
average value is around 20 nm. The resulting aspect ratio varies between 4 and 10, with an
average value around 7. These results, obtained by measuring more than 90 grains, are
summarized in Table 3-1 below.
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Table 3-1: Results of the measurements made on Zircaloy-4 columnar oxide grains.

Min
Max
Average
St. Dev.

Length (nm) Width (nm) Aspect ratio
61.85
9.06
4.06
228.69
39.79
10.30
131.85
19.47
7.14
40.45
7.35
1.72

Figure 3-6 shows a bright field micrograph taken from the bulk of the oxide layer grown
on Zircaloy-4 after 60 days exposure (oxide thickness: 1.9μm) approximately 800 nm from the
oxide/metal interface. The alignment of the grains with the oxide growth direction can clearly be
discerned. The identification of the individual grains is made easier in this case by a strong grainto-grain misorientation. This is observable upon tilting in the microscope from the differentiated
reaction to sample tilt exhibited by individual grains. This grain to grain misorientation is greater
in Zircaloy-4 than in ZIRLO, as noted previously[28].

Figure 3-6: Bright Field micrograph taken from the bulk of a pre-transition Zircaloy-4 oxide
(corroded for 60 days; oxide thickness: 1.9 μm). The differing diffraction contrast shown by the
individual grains indicates grain to grain misorientation. A metallic precipitate can also be seen.
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In order to compare the size of the grains grown before and after the first kinetic
transition, it is necessary to identify the place in the oxide corresponding to the position of the
oxide/metal interface when the transition occurred. In the sample in question (#3), according to
Table 2-4, about 800 nm of oxide have been grown after the onset of the first kinetic transition.
Successive micrographs were taken in the post-transition Zircaloy-4 sample (oxidized for
90 days, oxide thickness: 2.8 μm), going deeper into the oxide layer, in order to see the evolution
of the oxide morphology during and after the transition. These micrographs were assembled in
order to give a comprehensive picture of the oxide morphology, as presented in Figure 3-7 (upper
part). Detailed observation of the micrographs allowed to a trace the oxide grain boundaries, to
make the grain morphology appear more clearly (bottom part of Figure 3-7).
At the calculated position of the transition onset in the oxide layer (800nm away from the
observed oxide/metal interface indicated in the figure), a layer (about 150 nm wide) composed of
equiaxed grains can be seen, as shown in Figure 3-7. Some lateral cracks developed in this area as
well. As would be expected, cracks are generally formed associated with regions of small oxide
grains.
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Figure 3-7: Morphology of the oxide layer grown on Zircaloy-4 after the first kinetic transition
(corroded for 90 days, oxide thickness: 2.8 μm)
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The equiaxed grains associated with the transition show a diameter close to the width of
the columnar grain: varying between 10nm and 25 nm with an average value of 17 nm. Equiaxed
grains near the oxide/water interface were measured as well, with similar results, presented in
Table 3-2 below.
Table 3-2: Results of measured diameters (in nm) of equiaxed grains found (1) near the
oxide/water interface and (2) in the region associated with the onset of transition.

Min
Max
Average
St. Dev.

near OWI
15.79
25.80
20.88
4.41

associated with transition
12.07
25.89
17.25
3.97

Some equiaxed grains were also observed in the vicinity of cracks in the bulk of the
oxide. These were found to be larger - averaging around 30 nm, as can be observed in Figure 3-8,
where wider grains are visible.

Figure 3-8: Bright Field micrograph showing larger equiaxed grains in the bulk of the oxide
grown on Zircaloy-4 for 90 days (oxide thickness: 2.8μm)
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3.2.2. ZIRLO
Oxide grains were identified and measured in the bulk of the pre-transition oxide layer,
and found to be generally wider and longer than the grains of the oxide grown on Zircaloy-4. The
length varies between 130 and 340 nm, with an average around 200 nm. The width varies
between 15 and 45 nm, with an average of 30 nm. The aspect ratio varies between 4 and 10, with
an average close to 7.5. These results are presented in Table 3-3 below. There is a significant
difference in average grain size between Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO (~50% in width and in length).

Table 3-3: Results of measurements made on ZIRLO columnar oxide grains

Min
Max
Average
St. Dev.

Length (nm)
121.05
343.29
197.42
59.28

Width (nm) ratio
14.07
4.69
42.75
10.47
28.11
7.49
6.97
1.61

Figure 3-9 shows a bright field micrograph taken near the oxide/metal interface of a
ZIRLO sample oxidized for 105 days to an oxide thickness of 3.6 μm. Little grain-to-grain
misorientation is observed, in contrast to what was seen in the oxide of Zircaloy-4 samples. This
is qualitatively seen by the fact that the oxide grains react more collectively to tilt variation. This
difference in grain to grain misorientation is an example of varying micro or local texture, and
could lead to greater porosity.
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Figure 3-9: Bright field micrograph from oxide/metal interface of a ZIRLO sample corroded for
105 days, showing little grain-to-grain misorientation.
3.3. Phases and Texture
Two ZrO2 phases are found in the studied oxide layers: the stable monoclinic phase and
the metastable tetragonal phase. The latter is stabilized at the oxide formation temperature by
alloying elements in solid solution, small grains, low stoichiometry, and high compressive
stresses – conditions that are normally seen in the oxide layer, especially near the oxide/metal
interface.
The crystallographic texture of the oxide layer has been studied at different locations in
the oxide using electron diffraction. In transmission electron microscopy, the diffracting region is
determined by the size of the selected area aperture. Different diameters of selected area apertures
are available in the TEM used: 70 nm, 130 nm, 270 nm and 1250 nm. To study the overall oxide
grain orientation and texture, the selected area aperture should not be too small, as in that case
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only the local crystal structure can be determined from diffraction analysis. For that reason, the
270 nm aperture was used. The selected region in the oxide would contain approximately 350
⁄

grains (

), which explains why the patterns exhibit rings

rather than discrete dots.
Diffraction patterns were taken from various oxide locations for comparison: from the
oxide/metal interface region, from the bulk of the oxide away from the oxide/metal interface, near
the oxide/water interface and near second phase particles. Bright-field images were also taken
from the corresponding regions, at a constant magnification where there is no rotation between
the images and the diffraction pattern, in order to know the orientation of the oxide/metal
interface in the selected-area diffraction patterns.
Diffraction analysis was performed on every recorded pattern. First, the image was
inverted (using the ImageJ software), in order to get the rings to appear black on a white
background. That made the identification of each individual ring easier. Using Google SketchUp
[65], concentric rings were drawn to match the recorded diffraction pattern. Figure 3-10 is an
electron diffraction pattern taken from the bulk of the oxide grown on a ZIRLO sample for 120
days. The analysis is shown, with a concentric ring drawn for every observed reflection. Using
the scale, the radii are measured, and compared to a list of expected peaks which is presented in
Table 3-4.
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Radius: 3.812 nm

Figure 3-10: Diffraction pattern taken from the oxide bulk of a ZIRLO post-transition sample
(oxidized for 120 days, oxide thickness: 3.6 um).
Table 3-4: List of peaks indexed in the patterns recorded in oxide grown on both alloys and their
corresponding d-spacings.
h k l

d(Å)

1/d
(nm-1)

Monoclinic ZrO2

1 1 0 3.698

2.70

Monoclinic ZrO2

0 1 1 3.639

2.75

Monoclinic ZrO2

-1 1 1 3.165

3.16

Tetragonal ZrO2

1 0 1 2.995

3.34

Monoclinic ZrO2

1 1 1 2.841

3.52

ZrH2

1 0 1 2.761

3.62

Monoclinic ZrO2

2 0 0 2.623

3.81

Monoclinic ZrO2

0 2 0 2.606

3.84

Monoclinic ZrO2

0 0 2

3.94

2.54

In both alloys, most reflections can be indexed using the monoclinic oxide, with the
exception of the (101)T peak. The intensity of the observed reflections varies along the ring,
which provides some information on the oxide texture.
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The final treatment consisted in rotating the diffraction pattern, in order to have the same
oxide/metal interface orientation for all samples. One half of each pattern is presented, next to the
half of a pattern from another location, to make comparison easier.

3.3.1. Zircaloy-4
Figure 3-11shows electron diffraction patterns taken from a post-transition oxide layer
formed on Zircaloy-4 sample, near the oxide/metal interface (a) and in the bulk of the oxide layer
(b). In both cases, the oxide/metal interface is vertical.
(a) near the oxide/metal interface

(b) in the bulk of the oxide

Figure 3-11: Post-transition Zircaloy-4 sample texture analysis, (a) near the oxide/metal interface
(OMI) and (b) in the bulk of the oxide (sample oxidized for 90 days, oxide thickness: 2.8 μm). In
both cases, the oxide/metal interface is oriented vertically.
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Although the tetragonal (101)T peak reflection is usually found to be stronger in the
patterns taken close to the oxide/metal interface, in the pattern presented above, it is seen to be
stronger far from the oxide/metal interface than close to it. This is likely because the pattern
corresponding to the bulk of the oxide was taken in a region encompassing the equiaxed grains
grown at transition mentioned in section 1.3.2 (see Figure 3-7). This would tend to confirm the
presence of tetragonal zirconia in the small grains formed at transition seen in previous studies
[28]. The alignment of the (101)T plane is parallel to the (111)M and ( ̅ 11)M monoclinic oxide
grains, and found about 50-70° from the oxide surface normal, as indicated in Figure 3-11.
This alignment of the two monoclinic peaks is often observed, with the (101)T in between
them. There are variations in intensity along their diffraction rings – they are textured – with
peaks around 60-70° for the (111)M and 50-60° for the ( ̅ 11)M. These results are broadly in
agreement with those obtained by X-Ray diffraction by Bechade et al [43].
Additional information on the oxide texture can be obtained from the (200)M, (020)M and
(002)M peaks. Although the (200)M and (020)M reflections are close in d-spacing and difficult to
distinguish, previous synchrotron studies [38] identified the observed peak as (200)M. Near the
oxide/metal interface, both (002)M and (200)M reflections are weak and aligned roughly parallel to
the oxide/metal interface orientation. Further into the bulk of the oxide, the reflections are more
localized, indicating a preferential orientation, parallel to the oxide/metal interface for (002)M,
and perpendicular to the oxide/metal interface for the (200)M.
The observations confirm that the texture of the oxide becomes more defined the farther
we move away from the oxide/metal interface. These observations do not depend on location
along the oxide: various diffractions patterns were taken at different positions along the
oxide/metal interface, and in different samples (pre-and post-transition), yielding similar results.
Finally, the diffraction patterns taken in the oxide near precipitates are similar to those
taken elsewhere in the oxide: there is no visible effect of precipitates on the oxide texture.
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3.3.2. ZIRLO
Figure 3-12 shows two diffraction patterns taken from a pre-transition oxide grown on a
ZIRLO sample, both near the oxide/metal interface (a) and in the bulk of the oxide layer (b).
(a) near the oxide/metal interface

(b) in the bulk of the oxide

Figure 3-12: Pre-transition ZIRLO sample texture analysis, (a) near the oxide/metal interface
(OMI) and (b) in the bulk of the oxide (sample oxidized for 105 days, oxide thickness: 2.9 μm)

Near the oxide/metal interface, the hydride 101 reflection can be seen. It is weak, and
completely disappears deeper in the oxide. This reflection has been observed in some of the
diffraction patterns, not in others (for both alloys).
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The ZIRLO results are similar to those found for the oxide layers formed on Zircaloy-4
samples, with a few notable differences:
i.

The ZIRLO rings are in general better defined, except for the (200)M and (002)M that are
weaker and not aligned as exactly parallel and perpendicular to the interface orientation,
respectively, as the corresponding reflections observed in the patterns taken from the Zircaloy4 samples.

ii.

The alignment of (111)M , ( ̅

M

and (101)T is slightly different than in Zircaloy-4 samples:

the angle with the oxide/metal interface normal direction is in the order of 45-50°, even 30-35°
near the interface.

The same analysis was performed on post-transition samples, and the results are similar
to the ones presented above. No significant difference in the monoclinic oxide texture was
observed in the oxide layers grown after the kinetic transition.

3.4. Second phase particles
Second phase particles have been studied both into the oxide layer and in the metal. The
type of precipitates found in the samples depends on the alloy studied, as explained in Chapter 1
and Chapter 2. Most of the observations presented in section 3.4.1for Zr(Fe,Cr)2 precipitates in
Zircaloy-4 are also true for the Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitates found in ZIRLO.
Precipitates are easy to identify in the metal, as their crystalline structure is different from
that of the matrix, and they react very differently to tilting compared to the surrounding hcp
matrix. In the oxide, an additional characteristic is that precipitates exhibit a crack on the top
(away from the oxide/metal interface). Others can be identified by Energy Filtered TEM, which
reveals the locations where the concentration of Fe or Cr or Nb is high, corresponding to the
presence of precipitates.
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3.4.1. Zircaloy-4
Zr(Fe,Cr)2 precipitates found in Zircaloy-4 samples are often faceted and exhibit stacking
faults. The average precipitate diameter is between 100 and 200 nm. When incorporated into the
oxide layer, the precipitates are found in their unoxidized state when near the oxide/metal
interface or in oxidized form when in the oxide matrix. Figure 3-13 shows bright field
micrographs of two Zr(Fe,Cr)2 precipitates observed in a pre-transition Zircaloy-4 sample, both
near the oxide metal interface (a) and in the metal (b).

Figure 3-13: Zr(Fe,Cr)2 precipitates (a) at the oxide metal interface and (b) in the metal (~ 500 nm
from the oxide/metal interface) of a pre-transition Zircaloy-4 sample, oxidized to an oxide
thickness of 2.0 μm (75 days exposure) .

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the crystal structure of the Zr(Fe,Cr)2 precipitates in
Zircaloy-4 is normally found to be C14 (hcp type) or C15 (fcc type). In the sample studied, only
C14 structure precipitates were observed. Diffraction patterns were taken from the precipitate
shown in Figure 3-13(a) to identify the crystal structure. As presented in Figure 3-14, this
precipitate shows a crystal structure of the C14 type. The indexing of the diffraction patterns was
performed using JEMS according to the C14 crystal presented in Figure 1-11 (PDF #06-0613).
The exact location predicted by the crystal structure is shown in the open circles.
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Figure 3-14: Indexed diffraction pattern taken from the precipitate shown in Figure 3-12 (a).
Although second phase particles are easy to spot in the metal – they usually appear darker
than the surrounding matrix – it is sometimes more difficult to identify them in the oxide matrix,
as their size is comparable to the length of the columnar grains.
The different chemical composition of the precipitates (see Table 2-3) can be used to find
the precipitates in the oxide layer, by performing EFTEM Fe and Cr maps. Figure 3-15 shows a
Fe map (a), a Cr map (b) and the corresponding bright field micrograph (c) taken from the oxide
layer of a Zircaloy-4 sample corroded for 75 days, to an oxide thickness of 2.0 microns. On the
Fe map, three white spots correspond to the positions of precipitates. This is confirmed by the
presence of white spots at the same locations on the Cr map, as well as cracks seen in the
micrograph on top of these locations. As the Cr L2,3 absorption edge used for the Cr map is close
to the oxygen K-edge, the Cr map also provides information on the oxide/metal interface position.
This technique has limitations: only big precipitates appear clearly; a smaller one was
identified on the left of the bright field micrograph that could not be seen on the EFTEM maps.
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(a)

Fe

(b)

Cr

(c)

Figure 3-15: (a) Fe and (b) Cr EFTEM map of the oxide layer grown for 75 days on Zircaloy-4.
Results (position of the interface and precipitates) are reported on a bright field micrograph (c).
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Oxidized precipitates can also be observed in the oxide layer. In bright field imaging,
they appear as a round/oval shape enclosing small equiaxed grains (average diameter around 10
nm) separated by many cracks. Figure 3-16 shows an oxidized precipitate observed 800 nm away
from the oxide/metal interface of a Zircaloy-4 sample corroded for 60 days. A bright field
micrograph (a) shows the structure of the oxidized precipitate, while EFTEM maps of the oxide
for both Cr (c) and Fe (b) reveal a high concentration of these elements in the oxidized
precipitate.
(b)

Fe

(a)

(c)
Cr

Figure 3-16: Oxidized precipitate located 800 nm from the oxide/metal interface of a Zircaloy-4
sample oxidized for 75 days (oxide thickness: 2.0 μm): (a) Bright Field micrograph (b) Fe and (c)
Cr EFTEM maps.

Figure 3-17 is a diffraction pattern taken from the oxidized precipitate shown in Figure
3-16. The pattern exhibits only tetragonal oxide reflections; this is in agreement with small
equiaxed grains being associated with the tetragonal phase. The stabilization of the tetragonal
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phase in the oxidized precipitate has been associated with the high concentration of alloying
elements and the stresses due to the delayed volume expansion of the precipitate compared to the
oxide matrix [49].

Figure 3-17: Indexed diffraction pattern of an oxidized precipitate located 800 nm from the
oxide/metal interface of a Zircaloy-4 sample oxidized for 75 days (oxide thickness: 2.0 μm)

The distance at which precipitates oxidize has been studied as well. In pre-transition
oxides, unoxidized precipitates have been observed as far as 400 nm away from the oxide/metal
interface, while oxidized ones where seen further than 800 nm from the oxide/metal interface.
In post transition oxides, the first oxidized precipitate can be seen as close as 300 nm
away from the oxide/metal interface, in the region oxidized since transition. No metallic
precipitate can be seen further away in the oxide.
The small number of observed precipitates (3-4 crystalline precipitates, and one oxidized
precipitate per sample) is not enough to conclude if the precipitate oxidation distance is affected
by the transition or by precipitate size only.
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3.4.2. ZIRLO
The Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitates found in ZIRLO are also large particles, often faceted, with a
diameter between 75 and 200 nm and often showing stacking faults. When incorporated into the
oxide layer, they are found in their metallic state near the oxide/metal interface (with a crack on
the opposite side of the interface). Later in the oxide layer, rather than the small grain oxides
found in Zircaloy-4, the precipitates exhibit amorphous contrast, also confirmed by the diffuse
rings observed on diffraction patterns taken from the precipitates. No cracks are observed on top
of amorphous precipitates, likely as a result of volume expansion during amorphization.
Amorphous precipitates show as high oxygen content as the surrounding matrix (as measured by
EDS), indicating they are oxidized.
Metallic Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitates exhibit a C14 structure, similar to the Zircaloy-4
Zr(Fe,Cr)2 precipitates. Figure 3-18 presents a convergent beam electron diffraction pattern
(technique used to obtain diffraction patterns from small precipitates) of a precipitate observed in
a ZIRLO sample oxidized for 105 days, and indexed with JEMS using the C14 crystal structure
presented in Figure 1-11 (PDF #06-0613).

Figure 3-18: Convergent beam electron diffraction pattern of a Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitate found in the
metal of a ZIRLO sample oxidized for 105 days, indexed as the C14 Laves Phase using JEMS.
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Figure 3-19 shows a micrograph taken further into the oxide (2μm from the oxide/metal
interface of a ZIRLO sample oxidized for 120 days, with an oxide thickness of 3.6μm). Large
amorphous Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitates can be observed (arrowed). These precipitates have a milky
appearance and exhibit no reaction to tilting. Also, no crack is observed on top of them.

Oxide growth direction

Figure 3-19: Bright field micrograph taken from a location about 2 μm from the oxide/metal
interface of a ZIRLO sample oxidized for 120 days (total oxide thickness of 3.6μm) showing
amorphous Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitates (arrowed).
As mentioned in section 1.3.5, β-Nb precipitates can also be observed in ZIRLO. These
are smaller (between 20 and 80 nm in diameter) and more numerous than Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitates.
Figure 3-20 shows a bright field micrograph taken from the metal of a ZIRLO sample oxidized
for 105 days. The Zr(Fe,Nb)2 and β-Nb precipitates are indicated, and a few hydrides formed
during corrosion can be observed. The differentiation between the two types of precipitates was
made by Nb EFTEM mapping, combined with EDS measurements.
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Figure 3-20: Precipitates in the metal of a ZIRLO sample oxidized for 105 days. β-Nb (smaller
and more numerous) are indicated in red, Zr(Fe,Nb)2 in blue, and the oxide/metal interface by the
white dotted line
β-Nb metallic precipitates observed in the oxide exhibit a thinner crack than the crack
associated with Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitates. This observation is in good agreement with previous
results stating that the height of the crack is directly proportional to the precipitate diameter [26].
Figure 3-21 shows a bright field micrograph of β-Nb precipitates incorporated into a
ZIRLO oxide layer (sample corroded for 120 days to an oxide thickness of 3.6 μm) A metallic
precipitate can be seen in Figure 3-21 (a), with a thin crack on top of it, while an amorphous
precipitate is exposed in 3-21 (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-21: (a) β-Nb crystalline precipitate (250 nm away from the oxide/metal interface), (b)
amorphous β-Nb precipitate without crack (600 nm away from the oxide/metal interface)
observed in the oxide layer of a ZIRLO sample oxidized for 120 days (oxide thickness: 3.6 μm).
The two types of precipitate can be distinguished by their size, but to further identify the
precipitates, Fe and Nb EFTEM maps can be taken. This technique was performed 2μm from the
oxide/metal interface of a ZIRLO sample oxidized for 120 days (oxide thickness of 3.6μm), at a
location where only amorphous precipitates could be observed in the oxide. Figure 3-22 shows
the resulting bright field micrograph and the associated EFTEM Fe and Nb maps.
Fe

Nb

Figure 3-22: Amorphous precipitates in the oxide, 2 μm from the oxide/metal interface of a
ZIRLO sample oxidized for 120 days to an oxide thickness of 3.6 μm. EFTEM Fe- (top) and Nb(bottom) maps were taken for identification: β-Nb in red, Zr(Fe,Nb)2 in blue.
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The precipitates can also be characterized using Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS)
analysis. EDS maps were obtained near the oxide/metal interface of a pre-transition ZIRLO
sample (oxidized for 105 days), in order to get information on both the metallic and the
incorporated precipitates. Figure 3-23 shows the results obtained with this technique. Figure 3-23
(a) shows an Angle Annular Dark Field micrograph of the interface, indicating clearly the
positions of precipitates in the metal, and both metallic and amorphous precipitates in the oxide.
Figure 3-23 (b) shows the corresponding EDS map, where Nb appears in blue and Fe in red.
Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitates combine both colors, and appear white, while β-Nb precipitates simply
appear plain blue.

Figure 3-23: (a) High Angle Annular Dark Field Picture of the interface, showing precipitates in
the metal and in the oxide. (b) EDS map with Nb in blue and Fe in red. Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitates
appear white, while β-Nb precipitates are blue.
EDS also provides quantitative results that show that metallic β-Nb precipitates contain
about 80 at% Nb and 20 at% Zr. When they become amorphous, the Nb content decreases to
about 40 at%, while the Zr content increases to 60 at %.
The Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitates observed in the metal contain about 45 at% Zr, 35at% Nb
and 20 at% Fe. After incorporation into the oxide, the Zr content remains around 45 at%, while
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Nb increases to 38 at% and Fe decreases to 17 at% (for precipitates located as far as 450 nm away
from the interface, seen in the top right of Figure 3-23 (a)).

In order to study the characteristic distance at which precipitates get amorphous, bright
field micrographs (to see whether precipitates are metallic or amorphous) were combined with
EFTEM maps (to differentiate between β-Nb and Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitates). Figure 3-24 shows
three bright field micrographs that were taken along the oxide/metal interface of a 120 days
oxidized ZIRLO sample, and assembled in order to provide a comprehensive picture. Many
precipitates were observed, in majority β-Nb precipitates indicated in red (metallic precipitates)
and pink (amorphous precipitates). Only one Zr(Fe,Nb)2 metallic precipitate could be seen in
these micrographs, indicated in blue, and no amorphous Zr(Fe,Nb)2 was observed.

Figure 3-24: Precipitates found in a post transition ZIRLO oxide layer (oxidized for 120 days).
The white line shows the oxide grown since the onset of transition. Metallic β-Nb are circled in
red, metallic Zr(Fe,Nb)2 in blue, and oxidized β-Nb in pink.
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Combining these results with results obtained at various locations along the interface, the
evolution of the precipitates structure (metallic or amorphous) was characterized with respect to
the distance from the oxide/metal interface, for this post-transition ZIRLO sample oxidized for
120 days to an oxide thickness of 3.6 μm. The results are presented in Table 3-5 below.
Table 3-5: Evolution of the precipitates structure in a ZIRLO oxide with respect to the distance
from the oxide/metal interface.
distance to
the
oxide/metal
interface
(nm)
350
500

β-Nb

Zr(Fe,Nb)2

metallic
metallic &
amorphous

metallic

700
.
.
.

amorphous

amorphous

Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitates – that are larger – remain unoxidized longer in the oxide:
amorphous β-Nb precipitates have been observed as close as 350 nm from the oxide/metal
interface, while the closest amorphous Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitate was 700 nm away from it. The
diameter of the precipitate impacts the oxidation distance, as from 350 nm to 500 nm from the
oxide/metal interface, both metallic and amorphous β-Nb precipitates could be observed. Such a
region could not be defined for Zr(Fe,Nb)2, but that could be explained by the fact that few
Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitates were observed, which makes a precise characterization more difficult.
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3.5. Hydrides
Hydrides are often observed in the metal layer close to the oxide/metal interface. The
observed hydrides exhibit an elongated morphology, with a length around 150-300 nm and a
width about 40-60 nm. Figure 3-25 shows a HAADF taken from the oxide/metal interface of an
oxide formed on a Zircaloy-4 sample corroded for 75 days. Below the oxide/metal interface,
indicated by the white dotted line, elongated particles identified as hydrides by electron
diffraction analysis can be observed. This elongated “needle-like” morphology is in good
agreement with previous TEM observations of hydrides in Zircaloy-4 [66].

Figure 3-25: High Angle Annular Dark Field micrograph taken from the metal layer of a
Zircaloy-4 sample oxidized for 75 days. Elongated hydrides can be observed in the metal.
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Hydrides are seen in the metal of both alloys, at every stage of corrosion. No clear impact
of transition could be observed in their structure or distribution. Figure 3-26 shows a bright field
micrograph taken from the metal of the pre-transition ZIRLO sample. Long hydrides can be
observed with a length between 3 and 5 microns. Though these long hydrides only have been
observed in this sample, they have been reported by previous studies [66]. For the shorter
hydrides more commonly observed, the size does not vary much between the two studied alloys.

Figure 3-26: Bright Field micrograph taken from the metal of a pre-transition ZIRLO sample
oxidized for 105 days, showing long hydrides.
Figure 3-27 shows three bright field micrograph (3-27 (a), (b) and (d)), and a HAADF
micrograph (3-27 (c)) taken in the metal near the oxide/metal interface of Zircaloy-4 samples
oxidized for 60 days (3-27 (a)) and 90 days (3-27 (c)), and ZIRLO samples oxidized for 105 days
(3-27 (d)) and 135 days (3-27 (b)). These micrographs show that the hydrides orientation varies
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between different samples, and even within a given sample. Most of the hydrides are roughly
oriented parallel to the oxide metal interface, but some are closer to the interface normal
direction.
(a)
(b)

(d)
(c)

Figure 3-27: Orientation of hydrides in the metal of Zircaloy-4 (left) and ZIRLO (right) samples

Different crystal structures have been reported for zirconium hydrides, depending on the
content of hydrogen in the hydride and thermal treatment of the sample [67]. Figure 3-28 shows
one of the diffraction patterns taken from some of the hydrides observed in the post transition
Zircaloy-4 sample. It was indexed using JEMS, and identified as the tetragonal ZrH2 hydride
structure (tetragonal ZrH2, with lattice parameters a=3.5199 Å, c=4.45 Å) (PDF #17-314).
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Figure 3-28: Indexed diffraction pattern taken from a hydride seen in the metal of a posttransition Zircaloy-4 sample (oxidized for 90 days).
Cubic δ-hydrides (PDF # 34-0649) were also observed in the pre-transition ZIRLO
sample (oxidized for 105 days), a structure easy enough to identify, allowing for a
characterization of the orientation relationships between the hydrides and the crystal matrix. That
characterization was performed on the long hydrides shown in Figure 3-26.
Figure 3-29 shows the details of the orientation relationship characterization: 3-29 (a) is a
bright field micrograph taken from the metal of the pre-transition ZIRLO sample, where long
hydrides appear clearly. 3-29 (b) shows the indexed diffraction pattern taken from a region
containing the hydrides and the surrounding matrix. This diffraction pattern exhibits a
relationship between the orientation of the matrix and the orientation of the hydrides, for the zone
axis [ ̅ 100] and [ ̅ 2 ̅ ] respectively:
(0002)α//(111)ZrH2 and (11 ̅ 0)α//(202)ZrH2
Dark Field micrographs taken using the spots indicated by the arrows are presented on 329 (c) and (d), confirming the indexing of these spots as the matrix (d) and the hydride (c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Hydrides
(d)

Zr matrix
Figure 3-29: Orientation relationship hydride-matrix: indexed diffraction pattern, and dark field
images taken from a hydride spot (top) and from a matrix spot (bottom)
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3.6. Oxide/Metal interface characterization
As mentioned in Section 1.3.6, the oxide/metal interface has been the focus of many
studies, because this is the region where new oxide grains are formed and, as such, it has direct
impact on the structure of the oxide and the properties of the alloy; and yet its structure is not well
known.
To characterize the interface, we examine its morphology; we identify the structure of the
grains and layers that are present; we analyze diffraction patterns to obtain information on the
specific phases found at or near the interface; we measure the evolution of the oxygen content
from the oxide (theoretically 66 O at%) to the metal (between 0 and 29 O at%, solid solubility of
O in α-Zr). This characterization may provide information on the different corrosion mechanisms
in the two alloys.

3.6.1. Morphology
Although the interface is not always easy to identify, EFTEM oxygen maps can help
position it accurately. In section 3.4.1, Figure 3-15 shows a Cr map obtained from the oxide layer
of a Zircaloy-4 sample oxidized for 75 days, which allows to identify the interface quite clearly
(due to the proximity of the Cr L2,3 edge (~579 eV) and the O K-edge (532eV) – with an
acceptance range of 30 eV used for the mapping).
At some places along the interface, between the newly formed oxide grains and the metal,
bright field micrographs show a thin intermediate layer, 10 to 90 nm wide. This layer has been
observed in both alloys, in samples before and after transition. Its thickness varies from sample to
sample, but for all studied alloys, there is a significant decrease of the intermediate layer
thickness between the pre- and post-transition samples. Figure 3-30 shows bright field
micrographs taken from the oxide/metal interface of a pre-transition Zircaloy-4 sample corroded
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for 75 days (a) and a post-transition Zircaloy-4 sample corroded for 90 days (b). The decrease in
the intermediate layer width is clearly seen when comparing the micrographs.

Figure 3-30: Intermediate layer observed on pre- (a) and post-transition (b) samples of Zircaloy-4
(oxidized for 75 and 90 days, with oxide thicknesses of 2.0 and 2.8 μm, respectively). The oxide
growth direction is indicated by the big arrow.

For Zircaloy-4, a layer of thickness up to 75 nm has been observed in the sample just
before transition, while the thickness of the layer observed in the post-transition sample is in the
order of 5-6 nm, as shown in Figure 3-30. For ZIRLO, a wider intermediate layer is observed
before transition – in the order of 60-90 nm – with variations in the thickness along the
oxide/metal interface. Figure 3-31 shows a bright field micrograph taken from a pre-transition
ZIRLO sample corroded for 105 days, where the intermediate layer is indicated by the blue
arrows.
In the ZIRLO post-transition sample oxidized for 135 days, no intermediate layer could
be seen, and diffraction patterns taken next to the oxide/metal interface were indexed as the α-Zr
phase. In the ZIRLO post-transition sample oxidized for 120 days, the intermediate layer was
observed in certain locations, and not in others, suggesting an intermediate transition stage
between the pre-transition structure and the post-transition structure.
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Figure 3-31: Intermediate layer observed in the pre-transition ZIRLO sample (oxidized for 105
days; oxide thickness: 2.9 μm). The oxide growth direction is indicated by the big arrow.

In some places along the oxide/metal interface, some “blocky” grains are observed,
which interrupt the continuity of the intermediate layer. These blocky grains appear darker under
some tilt conditions, making them relatively easy to identify. They exhibit faceted shapes at the
oxide/metal interface, standing out from both the oxide and the metal layer. Figure 3-32 is a
bright field micrograph taken at the oxide/metal interface of a pre-transition Zircaloy-4 sample.
Blocky grains are indicated by the black arrow. The grain size is in the order of 60-80 nm, and
there seems to be no preferential orientation of those grains along the oxide/metal interface.
These blocky grains were also seen in the ZIRLO oxide samples, but less frequently.
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Figure 3-32: Blocky grains at the oxide metal interface of a pre-transition Zircaloy-4 sample
(oxidized for 60 days), arrowed in black. Oxide growth direction indicated by the bigger arrow

A third characteristic layer is found near the oxide/metal interface of pre-transition
samples (close to transition) only; the region in the metal near the interface exhibits a different
color and reaction to tilting than that of the metal grain. Figure 3-33 shows a bright field
micrograph taken near the oxide/metal interface of a pre-transition Zircaloy-4 sample corroded
for 60 days. The sample has been tilted so that the different layer appears darker than the
neighboring metal grain and exhibit a different contrast from the oxide as well. This region is
about 150-200 nm wide in Zircaloy-4. The boundary of this region with the metal can only be
precisely defined by studying a variety of tilt conditions. This layer is identified as a suboxide
layer, due to its high oxygen content, as detailed in section 3.6.3.
The suboxide layer was observed in the pre-transition ZIRLO sample (oxidized for 105
days) that was studied for this thesis, and its thickness is comparable to the thickness observed in
the Zircaloy-4 samples, on the order of 100- 200 nm. The suboxide layer could not be observed in
post-transition samples, for both alloys considered in this thesis.
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Figure 3-33: Layer in the metal near the oxide metal interface of a pre-transition Zircaloy-4
sample oxidized for 60 days. Some hydrides are also visible in the metal, as outlined by the lines
of small white dots.
Across the interface between the oxide and the metal, detailed observations three
characteristic structures:
i.

A thin (10-60 nm for Zircaloy-4, 15-90 nm for ZIRLO) intermediate layer between
oxide and metal. Its width decreases significantly at the kinetic transition.

ii.

Blocky grains (60-80 nm wide) disrupting the continuity of the intermediate layer.

iii.

A suboxide layer in the metal side of the interface (150-200 nm wide); its boundary
with the metal is not as clear as those of the thin intermediate layer. This layer was
only observed in pre-transition samples.

The crystal structures of these layers need to be identified, as discussed in the following
section.
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3.6.2. Crystallographic phases
The crystallographic phases of the three characteristic structures were studied by
indexing diffraction patterns taken from the Zircaloy-4 samples. Those were then indexed using
JEMS in order to identify the phase. These results could not be confirmed in the ZIRLO samples.

Figure 3-34 shows a diffraction pattern taken from the intermediate layer observed at the
oxide/metal interface of a ZIRLO pre-transition sample corroded for 105 days. This diffraction
pattern is consistent with a cubic ZrO phase. The crystal used by JEMS to index the diffraction
pattern is cubic with lattice parameter a=4.6258 Å (PDF# 51-1149).

Figure 3-34: Electron diffraction pattern from the intermediate layer indexed as cubic ZrO.

This result has already been observed in earlier studies by Furuta [68] that identified the
cubic ZrO structure at the oxide/metal interface of a Zircaloy (composition: 1.46% Sn by weight,
0.22% Fe, 0.10% Cr, 80 ppm by weight of C, 20 ppm H, 18 ppm N, 1400 ppm 0 and balance Zr),
by X-ray diffraction pattern analysis. The presence of this phase has been confirmed by
Hutchinson [69] in Zircaloy-2 and Hudson [70] in Zirconium.
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Figure 3-35 shows a diffraction pattern taken from the blocky grains observed at the
oxide/metal interface of a Zircaloy-4 pre-transition sample corroded for 60 days. This diffraction
pattern is consistent with a Zr3O phase. The diffraction pattern was indexed using a rhombohedral
Zr3O crystal structure (PDF # 22-1025) in JEMS.

Figure 3-35: (a) Indexed diffraction pattern taken in a blocky grain; (b) location of the aperture
used for diffraction

This result is consistent with the results presented in earlier studies of microbeam
synchrotron radiation of oxides formed on Zr alloys [57] that detected the rhombohedral Zr3O
structure at the oxide/metal interface.
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The suboxide layer identified in the metal side of the interface has been studied as well.
Diffraction patterns taken in that layer could not be indexed with the crystal corresponding to the
α-Zr phase, as it seems that the patterns are distorted. Figure 3-36 shows one of the diffraction
patterns taken from the suboxide layer shown in Figure 3-33, from a pre-transition Zircaloy-4
sample oxidized for 60 days. The indexing of this diffraction pattern is consistent with the
diffraction pattern of a ω-Zr phase, metastable hexagonal phase that has been observed in several
alloys of Zr [57, 59]. The crystal structure used by JEMS to perform this indexation is tetragonal,
with a=5.039 Å and c=3.136 Å (PDF# 26-1399).

Figure 3-36: Diffraction pattern taken from the metal side of the oxide/metal interface, indexed as
ω-Zr using JEMS.
Some of the patterns taken in the suboxide layer could not be identified as the ω-Zr
phase, but all were consistent with a “distorted” α-Zr phase. As developed in section 3.6.3, this
distortion could be induced by high oxygen content in solid solution.
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3.6.3. Oxygen content
Another way to study the oxide/metal interface is to measure the evolution of the oxygen
content across the oxide/metal interface using Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS). For
these scans, a probe size of 1.0 nm, a camera length of 8 cm and an aperture of 2 mm were used,
with steps of 1.5 nm.
Figure 3-37 shows one of the EELS spectra that were taken in the oxide of a Zircaloy-4
sample oxidized for 90 days. The edges of interest, indicated by the arrows, are the Zr M4,5-edge
at 180 eV and the O K-edge at 530 eV.

Figure 3-37: Example of an EELS spectrum - counts as a function of energy - taken in the oxide
layer of a Zircaloy-4 sample oxidized for 90 days 50 nm from the oxide/metal interface (total
oxide thickness: 2.8 μm)

The spectra were analyzed using the Cornell Spectrum Imager, an extension to ImageJ
created specifically for EELS analysis [71]. For each edge, the background was fitted using an
exponential curve with parameters indicated in Table 3-6 below. Once the background has been
removed, the edges were integrated over an energy range of 50 eV. This way, the post edge area
could be accounted for in the calculations. Integrations parameters are detailed in Table 3-6.
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Table 3-6: EELS integration parameters

Zr M4,5-edge
O K-edge

Background fit
start
(eV)
140
370

Background
fit width
(eV)
40
155

Edge integration
start
(eV)
180
530

Edge integration
width
(eV)
50
50

The integration process is illustrated in Figure 3-38 below. The blue curve is the EELS
spectra presented in Figure 3-37. The red curves are the background fit for the two edges, and the
green areas are the integrated areas for the Zr M4,5-edge and O K-edge.

Figure 3-38: Illustration of the integration process on an EELS spectrum taken in the oxide layer
of a Zircaloy-4 sample oxidized for 90 days, 50 nm from the oxide/metal interface.

The two edges are very different: there is a pre-edge for the Zr edge (the little bump
around 185 eV) and the edge is not as steep as the O K-edge. The integrated area under the curve
at the Zr edge is larger than the area under the curve at the O edge, as previously observed [72].
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After integration, the atomic composition is computed using Equation (5) where the
atomic concentrations are noted N and the integrated intensities I.

kZr-O(βΔ) is a sensitivity factor, representing the ratio of the two partial ionization cross
sections. This factor depends both on the semi collection angle and the energy range of
integration (here, Δ=50 eV and β=7 mrad). This factor was obtained from experimental values
(knowing the ratio should be 2 in the bulk of the oxide) and a value of 10 was used in all the
scans analysis.
From Equation (5), the relative compositions where determined using Equations (6)

⁄
⁄
{

⁄

Two problems arise from this method, and could not be corrected in this study:
i.

This method does not take into account multiple scattering. This could induce errors in
the results, but the impact is reduced as the samples are thin (~ 50-70 mfp).

ii.

This method is more precise if the two edges are similar in shape (both K- or both Ledges). Unfortunately, the Zr K-edge is located around 18 keV, way out of the EELS
energy range, which means that the L-edge has to be used for Zr, and the K-edge for O.

Figure 3-39 shows one of the High Angle Annular Dark Field micrographs that were
(
obtained using the STEM, taken from a pre-transition Zircaloy-4 sample oxidized for 75 days.
a)
This technique gives better mass-contract than bright field imaging does. The EELS line scans
that were taken across the oxide/metal interface can be precisely localized on the micrographs (as
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shown in Figure 3-39), which will enable us to relate the measured oxygen content with the
observed structure of the sample.

Figure 3-39: High Angle Annular Dark Field picture of the oxide metal interface of a posttransition Zircaloy-4 sample. The red dotted line indicates where the EELS scan has been taken.

The obtained composition profiles show common features: a more or less flat line at 66 O
at% in the oxide, then a decrease at the oxide/metal interface, until around 30 O at% – the limit
solid solubility of oxygen in the α-Zr – and finally a decrease deeper into the metal. However,
significant differences in the oxide/metal interfaces between oxides archived just before transition
and just after transition can be clearly observe, as discussed next.
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3.6.3.1. Zircaloy-4
For the pre-transition oxide, a thick layer observed in the metal near the oxide shows a
high O content. Figure 3-40 is an EELS scan showing the evolution of the atomic composition
with respect to the distance from the oxide/metal interface of a pre-transition Zircaloy-4 sample
oxidized for 60 days. A 100 nm wide layer at around 30-35 at% is indicated by arrow (2). At the
position indicated by the arrow (1) in Figure 3-40, an intermediate layer about 30 nm wide with
an approximate composition of 45 O at% can be seen in the metal. This value corresponds to the
presence of a phase with a stoichiometry close to ZrO at the interface.

1
2

Figure 3-40: EELS scan (showing Zr and O atomic composition as a function of distance to the
oxide/metal interface) showing a 30 nm wide intermediate layer at 45 O at% at the oxide metal
interface in a pre-transition oxide (oxidized for 60 days) grown on Zircaloy-4.
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Figure 3-41 shows a scan taken from another position along the interface of the same
sample. In this scan, two intermediate layers can actually be discerned, each 30 nm long with
atomic composition around 55 and 45 O at%, respectively.

Figure 3-41: EELS scan (showing Zr and O atomic composition as a function of distance to the
oxide/metal interface) showing two 30 nm wide intermediate layers at 55 and 45 O at% at the
oxide metal interface in a pre-transition oxide (oxidized for 60 days) grown on Zircaloy-4.

At other places along the interface, there is no intermediate layer to be observed, in good
agreement with the bright field observations reported in section 3.6.1. Figure 3-42 shows a scan
taken from one of these locations, where the oxygen content decreases very quickly (less than 20
nm from the oxide/metal interface) to less than 35 at%. Less than 40 nm into the metal, the
oxygen level is below the solid solubility limit of oxygen in α-Zr (29 O at %).
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Figure 3-42: EELS scan (showing Zr and O atomic composition as a function of distance to the
oxide/metal interface) showing no intermediate layer at the oxide metal interface of a pretransition oxide (oxidized for 60 days) grown on Zircaloy-4.

The same observations were made on the sample oxidized for 75 days, just before the
transition. Figure 3-43 shows that the intermediate layer (~50 O at %) is a bit wider on that
sample (around 70 nm). Even with the variations observed along the oxide/metal interface, the
intermediate layer was measured to be wider than the intermediate layer observed in the 60-days
corroded sample. The scan presented in Figure 3-43 exhibits more noise, as the recording time
for each data point was shorter than for the scans presented in Figures 3-41, 3-42 and 3-43.
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Figure 3-43: EELS scan (showing Zr and O atomic composition as a function of distance to the
oxide/metal interface) showing a 70 nm wide intermediate layer at the oxide metal interface of a
pre-transition oxide (oxidized for 75 days) grown on Zircaloy-4.

In the studied post transition oxide, no evidence of an intermediate layer could be found
anywhere along the oxide metal interface. Figure 3-44 shows a scan taken across the oxide/metal
interface of the post-transition Zircaloy-4 sample corroded for 90 days. The profile exhibits small
plateau at 45 O at% right after the interface, as indicated by the arrow. The width of this plateau
(~5 nm) corresponds quite well to the layer that was observed on the bright field micrograph
presented in section 3.6.1 (Figure 3-30 (b)).
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Figure 3-44: EELS scan (showing Zr and O atomic composition as a function of distance to the
oxide/metal interface) showing a less than 5 nm wide intermediate layer at the oxide metal
interface of a post-transition oxide (oxidized for 90 days) grown on Zircaloy-4.

3.6.3.2. ZIRLO
The succession of phases observed in the ZIRLO sample is similar to the one observed in
Zircaloy-4 samples: A layer between 55 and 45 O at%, then a plateau above 30%, then a decrease
into the metal.
In the pre-transition sample, the intermediate layer (~ 50 O at %) is about 60-80 nm wide
(wider than in the pre-transition Zircaloy-4 sample) and the layer with high oxygen content
(higher than 29 at%, the solid solubility of oxygen in α-Zr) is between 150 and 200 nm wide
(wider than the same layer observed in the pre-transition Zircaloy-4 samples).
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Figure 3-45: EELS scan (showing Zr and O atomic composition as a function of distance to the
oxide/metal interface) showing a 80 nm wide intermediate layer between 55 and 45 O at% at the
oxide metal interface in a pre-transition oxide (oxidized for 105 days) grown on ZIRLO.

In the first post transition sample, two distinct structures were observed along the
interface: one of them exhibits a 30-60 nm wide layer with O content around 50 at %, and a 150200 nm wide layer above 30 at%, quite comparable to the pre-transition samples. Figure 3-46
shows the composition profile obtained from the EELS scan taken across the oxide/metal
interface of the 120 days-corroded ZIRLO sample, exhibiting a “pre-transition”-like structure.
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Figure 3-46: EELS scan (showing Zr and O atomic composition as a function of distance to the
oxide/metal interface) showing a 35 nm wide intermediate layer between 55 and 45 O at% at the
oxide metal interface in a post-transition oxide (oxidized for 120 days) grown on ZIRLO.

The other structure exhibits a very thin intermediate layer, and an oxygen-saturated layer
(~ 30 O at %) 50-60 nm wide. Figure 3-47 shows the results of an EELS scan taken from another
location at the oxide/metal interface of the same post-transition sample studied in Figure 3-46.
The oxygen content decreases very quickly, and is below 30 at% less than 80 nm from the
oxide/metal interface. This second structure is similar to the one observed in the post-transition
Zircaloy-4 sample.
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Figure 3-47: EELS scan (showing Zr and O atomic composition as a function of distance to the
oxide/metal interface) showing almost no intermediate layer at the oxide metal interface in a posttransition oxide (oxidized for 120 days) grown on ZIRLO.
In the second post transition sample, almost every scan exhibits a “post-transition”-like
structure, with a very thin intermediate layer. The oxygen-saturated layer (~ 30 O at %) is
measured to be 50-100 nm wide. Figure 3-48 shows the O and Zr composition profile across the
oxide/metal interface of the ZIRLO sample corroded for 135 days, where the oxygen content is
below 30 at % 50 nm into the metal.
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Figure 3-48: EELS scan (showing Zr and O atomic composition as a function of distance to the
oxide/metal interface) almost no intermediate layer at the oxide metal interface in a posttransition oxide (oxidized for 135 days) grown on ZIRLO.

All the results that were obtained on the studied samples were presented in this chapter.
They will now be compared to previous results, and results obtained on the same samples from a
different characterization technique (Atom Probe Tomography). This discussion, presented in
Chapter 4, will lead to conclusions that will be presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
Discussion
In this chapter, results - from different techniques - that were presented in Chapter 3 are
associated to show the overall characteristics of the examined oxide layers formed on different
alloys around the first transition. The characteristics of the oxide structure and of incorporated
features such as second phase particles and hydrides are presented in the first section. The
microstructure of the interface region (oxide layer near the oxide-metal interface and suboxide
region between the metal and the oxide layer) is significantly different from the bulk of the oxide
and the bulk of the metal. The characteristics of the microstructure of the suboxide and of the
interface are presented in the second section. The last section focuses on the transition, in an
effort to assert its causes and consequences on the structure of the oxide and of the interface.

4.1. Oxide growth before the transition
The observations presented in this work are confronted to the oxide growth model that
was developed by previous studies, and presented clearly by Yilmazbayhan [2]. The objective is
to confirm that the model is consistent with our observations, and to further develop our
understanding of the oxide growth mechanism.
In the model, the oxide is initially formed as small equiaxed grains, with a comparatively
high percentage of tetragonal ZrO2 grains likely stabilized by small grain size. Our observations
of the oxide structure near the oxide/water interface presented in Figure 3-4 confirm the presence
of small equiaxed grains at a location which corresponds to the initial layer of oxide formed. This
layer of small equiaxed grains was observed both in Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO samples. The
diameter of these grains corresponds to the grain size at which monoclinic oxide becomes more
stable than tetragonal.
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According to the model, columnar grains develop by self-selection from those small
equiaxed grains. Only the grains properly oriented to minimize stress accumulation in the oxide
(i.e. with the (200)M plane parallel to the oxide/metal interface) grow as columnar grains
perpendicular to the oxide/metal interface. The micrographs taken from both alloys (Figure 3-3,
Figure 3-7) are consistent with this model. Figure 4-1 is an illustration of the oxide growth
process proposed by Yilmazbayhan and co-workers [2].

Figure 4-1: Grain growth. While the properly oriented grains can grow, the improperly oriented
grains stay as equiaxed [2].

The equiaxed to columnar transformation is associated with a phase transformation, from
tetragonal ZrO2 to monoclinic ZrO2. The crystallographic orientation of the equiaxed grains is
believed to be a determining factor, which leads to columnar grains having their (200)M plane
oriented parallel to the oxide/metal interface. The observations made on both alloys confirm
various aspects of this model: diffraction patterns taken from regions containing columnar grains
exhibit mostly monoclinic reflections, with the (200)M poles aligned very close to the oxide
growth direction (Figure 3-11, Figure 3-12).
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Columnar grains grow until they reach a critical aspect ratio at which point a new grain
nucleates. Yilmazbayhan measured this ratio to be between 4 and 5, while our observations result
in a higher value (between 7 and 7.5). In both studies, this critical aspect ratio does not seem to
vary much between the studied alloys. When the critical aspect ratio is reached, the accumulated
stress results in a decrease in the growth rate of the columnar grains, and renucleation occurs in
front of the grain. The renucleated grains are equiaxed tetragonal grains that eventually grow into
monoclinic columnar grains if properly oriented, according to the same mechanism mentioned
above.
In the bulk of the oxide, mostly columnar grains are observed which exhibit the proper
orientation. This result in a well-defined oxide crystallographic texture in the bulk of the oxide, in
contrast to the region near the oxide/metal interface where the structure is less well defined, as
grains are still growing, and are therefore not as well aligned. Our observations confirm this
difference in the texture definition between the bulk of the oxide and the oxide/metal interface, in
both alloys studied (see Figure 3-11and Figure 3-12).
Larger and longer columnar grains have been associated with slower corrosion kinetics
[38]. The comparison of the measurements made on Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO oxide grains also
exhibit this association (Table 3-1 and Table 3-3), as ZIRLO oxide columnar grains (associated
with lower corrosion kinetics) are on average wider (~+50%) and longer (~+50%) than Zircaloy4 oxide columnar grains. Cox [73] suggested that oxygen transport in the oxide occurs by grain
boundary diffusion, which would be in agreement with this association. However, it is also
possible that the larger grain size is a result rather than a cause of the corrosion kinetics, as when
the oxide grows more slowly, the grains have more time to grow.
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4.2. Microstructure formed during the oxide transition
Again according to the model, the growth of the oxide layer follows the mechanism
described above until a critical thickness is achieved, when the oxide transition occurs. Due to the
accumulation of stresses in the oxide, when that thickness is reached, the oxide layer undergoes a
transition, leading to easy access of water to the oxide/metal interface and a resulting increase in
corrosion kinetics. The higher corrosion rate leads to a global renucleation of the oxide grains, in
effect starting over the corrosion process. Many small equiaxed grains are thus nucleated, some of
which are not properly oriented for the equiaxed to columnar transformation, and remain
equiaxed as the oxide layer keeps growing. That is consistent with our observation of a 150 nmwide layer of equiaxed grains at the location corresponding to the onset of the transition (Figure
3-7). The association of cracks with this region is caused by the fact that smaller grains with high
grain boundary surface make it easier for cracks to form. Those cracks could also be created
and/or enlarged by sample preparation – but they occur in regions that are conducive to their
formation.

4.3. Evolution of second phase particles
In Zr alloys, the second phase particles oxidize later than the matrix. The precipitates are
incorporated unoxidized in the oxide. A crack can be observed on top of these crystalline
precipitates (opposite side of the oxide/metal interface). This is believed to be due to their delayed
oxidation as explained by Proff [26] and Andren [29]. The Pilling-Bedworth ratio of zirconium is
1.56. This means that, assuming the expansion is in the oxide growth direction, if the oxide/metal
interface moves 1 nm into the metal, the position it was at has been “pushed” 0.56 nm away, and
is now 1.56nm from the new interface (Figure 4-2 (a)). Since the precipitate does not oxidize,
there is no new grain formed, and on top of the precipitate, the oxide is still “pushed” by the
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surrounding matrix away from the surface of the precipitate, creating the observed cracks (Figure
4-2 (b)).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4-2: Formation of cracks on top of a precipitate

Further away in the oxide layer, the precipitate oxidizes. The precipitates oxidation
process has been previously studied. The observations of Pecheur and co-workers [49] can be
confronted with our observations for Zircaloy-4.
According to Pecheur, in Zircaloy-4 samples, the precipitate oxidation occurs by stages.
The precipitates are at first incorporated in metallic form in the oxide. After some time, the Zr
and Cr undergo oxidation, which causes the Fe to segregate into bcc Fe at the precipitate/oxide
interface. The oxidation of the precipitate then results in the formation of small equiaxed grains,
most of which are tetragonal ZrO2, likely stabilized by small grain size, the presence of alloying
elements, and stresses created by the volume expansion of the precipitate in an enclosed volume.
In this study, precipitates are also observed to be incorporated in metallic form in the oxide layer
(see Figure 3-13 (a)). The oxidized precipitates that we observed exhibit small equiaxed grains
(Figure 3-16), and electron diffraction patterns taken from the oxide formed on the precipitate
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confirm that those grains are mainly tetragonal grains, in good agreement with Pecheur’s
observations (Figure 3-14Figure 3-17).
ZIRLO precipitates also are incorporated in their crystalline state in the oxide, but they
oxidize differently than precipitates in Zircaloy-4, becoming amorphous rather than forming
small oxide grains. This was reported by Yilmazbayhan [2], for β-Nb precipitates in Nbcontaining alloys. In our samples, we observed amorphous β-Nb as well as amorphous Zr(Fe,Nb)2
precipitates. Amorphization does not cause the chemical composition of the Zr(Fe,Nb)2 to vary
much, while in β-Nb, the Nb content decreases significantly during amorphization. This could be
due to Zr absorption into the second phase particle, but as no β-Nb amorphous precipitate was
observed near the oxide/water interface of the ZIRLO samples, it is also possible that the some of
the Nb from the precipitate dissolves into the oxide layer. Amorphous Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitates
were observed up to the oxide/water interface.

According to Pecheur [49], precipitate amorphization in the oxide layer could be due to
the incorporation of oxygen atoms in the crystal lattice, resulting in an increase of the first
neighbor spacing. Amorphous precipitates were observed as close as 350 nm from the
oxide/metal interface for small β-Nb precipitates, while the closest observed amorphous
Zr(Fe,Nb)2 precipitate was 700 nm away from the oxide/metal interface. It is not clear whether
this is caused by the precipitate size, crystal structure, or chemical composition.

4.4. Hydrides in the region ahead of the oxide
In this study, hydrides are very often observed in the metal layer close to the oxide/metal
interface. TEM observations of hydrides have been performed in the past, and our results are
consistent with previous studies [66]. Two different structures were observed in our samples;
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some small hydrides (150-300 nm long, 40-60 nm wide), intra-granular, exhibit a needle-like
morphology in bright field micrographs, while longer hydrides have been observed across
different metal ZIRLO grains in one sample, and identified as the δ-hydride phase (ZrH1,66). Most
of the hydrides platelets are oriented roughly parallel to the oxide metal interface, but some are
closer to the interface normal direction.
For the long δ-hydrides observed in ZIRLO, the crystallographic orientation relationship
with the α-Zr matrix was determined by taking a diffraction pattern and indexing it with both
phases:

(0002)α//(111)ZrH1.66

and

(11 ̅ 0)α//(202)ZrH1.66

Dark-field pictures were taken to confirm the indexation, with satisfactory results. This
relationship is in good agreement previous studies of the crystallographic orientation relationship
between hydrides and metal [74].

4.5. Oxide/metal interface structure
Although the oxide/metal interface has been the subject of much research, its morphology
is not yet fully characterized. Both imaging and EELS oxygen content scans show a broad variety
of phases and diffusion layers present at the interface. In this study, through imaging and by
observing the reaction of the sample to tilting, an intermediate layer is clearly identifiable
between the metal and the oxide, as it is possible to get this layer to diffract strongly with neither
the nearby oxide nor the metal in diffraction contrast (as seen in Figure 3-30). The thickness of
this layer varies from sample to sample, according to the oxidation stage. The layer thickness
increases continually until transition and becomes very small (~ 5-10 nm) after transition. In
locations where the layer was wide enough for electron diffraction analysis to be performed, the
diffraction patterns from the first intermediate layer were consistent with a cubic ZrO phase. This
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is in good agreement with earlier studies by Furuta [68] that identified the cubic ZrO structure at
the oxide/metal interface of a Zircaloy (composition: 1.46% Sn by weight, 0.22% Fe, 0.10% Cr,
80 ppm by weight of C, 20 ppm H, 18 ppm N, 1400 ppm 0 and balance Zr) by X-ray diffraction
pattern analysis, by Hutchinson [69] that observed it in Zircaloy-2 and by Hudson [70] in
zirconium. We should note that ZrO is not reported in the Zr-O phase diagram (Appendix A).
In some places along the oxide/metal interface, strongly diffracting blocky grains (80-100
nm in diameter) are present at the interface. Because the blocky grains are small, obtaining an
electron diffraction pattern from those grains is no easy task. The grains observed in the Zircaloy4 samples studied for this work exhibited diffraction patterns consistent with a rhombohedral
Zr3O phase, as reported previously [28]. These grains are found in the pre-transition samples, and
few could be observed after transition.
Before transition, a wide layer can be observed in the metal side of the interface, with a
diffraction contrast differentiating it from the metal itself. The chemical composition of this layer
(obtained by EELS measurements) is about 30-35 O at %. The Zr-O phase diagram indicates a
solid solution limit for O in α-Zr of approximately 29-30 at %. The differences between the alloys
and pure Zr could possibly account for the difference, leading us to believe that this layer consists
of a saturated solid solution of O in Zr. We will therefore refer to this layer as the Zr(O sat) layer.
Diffraction patterns taken from this layer could be related to a distorted α-Zr lattice. This
distortion could be attributed to the high oxygen content present in solid solution. Some patterns
could be indexed using the ω-Zr phase, a distorted hcp phase that was observed in previous
studies [57, 59].
Other ways to obtain information on the phases present at the interface and on the
existence of a suboxide were investigated; one of them is to measure the evolution of the oxygen
content across the interface, with fine spatial resolution (around 1 nm), using EELS or Atom
Probe Tomography (APT)
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In this study, many differences were observed in the microstructure of the interface
between pre- and post-transition samples. Those differences also appear on the oxygen profiles
that were obtained by performing EELS scans across the interface at different locations of the
studied samples.
For the pre-transition samples, a small plateau, between 55 and 45 O at% was observed,
40 to 60 nm wide in the Zircaloy-4 samples and 40 to 90 nm wide in the ZIRLO samples. This
plateau is related to the intermediate layer that was observed in bright field micrographs. In some
places, two different layers could be identified: a ZrO1+x layer corresponding to a 55 O at%
plateau, and a ZrO1-x layer corresponding to a 45 O at% plateau. A wider plateau (150-200 nm
wide) of composition between 30 and 35 at% corresponds quite well to the suboxide phase
observed in the metal side of the interface and identified as Zr(Osat).
Those results are in broad agreement with the Atom Probe Tomography (APT) work
performed at the University of Michigan by E. Marquis and Y. Dong on the same samples [75].
Atom Probe allows to study elemental distribution with atomic resolution, but the TEM possesses
two advantages: (i) it is possible to study a large area (and thus a significant length of the
interface) while APT only studies a small needle (about 50 nm tip radius and 350 nm length), and
(ii) with a TEM, it is possible to relate the EELS results to imaging and electron diffraction
results. Combining the two techniques is a powerful way of understanding oxide structure.
The Atom Probe Tomography measurements performed on the pre-transition Zircaloy-4
sample oxidized for 60 days and presented in Figure 4-5 are in good agreement with the profiles
obtained by EELS scans on the same sample. The intermediate layer (~45 nm wide) is associated
with some form of ZrO (the two plateaus with ZrO1+x and ZrO1-x are likely two variations of this
phase). A wide oxygen-saturated layer (~ 140 nm wide) is observed on the metal side of the
oxide/metal interface in atom probe. Further into the metal, the oxygen content decreases quickly
to 5 O at %.
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Figure 4-3: APT oxygen and zirconium profiles obtained across the oxide/metal interface of a
Zircaloy-4 sample oxidized for 60 fays (pre-transition)

In the Zircaloy-4 sample archived just after transition, a very small plateau is observed at
around 40 at%. Its width corresponds to the width of the intermediate layer observed in the bright
field micrographs taken at the oxide/metal interface of this sample. There is no plateau at 30 at%,
as the oxygen content decreases quickly in the metal.
In the first ZIRLO post-transition sample (archived after 120 days), the same “posttransition”-like structure was observed in certain locations, while in others the structure was very
similar to that of the pre-transition samples, as if the transition was taking place at different times
in nearby locations. In the second ZIRLO post-transition sample (archived after 135 days), no
intermediate layer could be observed along the oxide/metal interface.
Many models have been proposed to explain the phenomenon of the oxide transition, and
work is ongoing. The local variations observed in sample first ZIRLO post-transition sample
would argue against a model based on overall relaxation of stress over a large area, and favor a
model based on porosity accumulation, probably in combination with lateral cracks, possibly
created by local stress accumulation.
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Schematics of the structures observed on Zircaloy-4, before and after transition, are
presented in Figure 4-5 and 4-6 below.

Figure 4-4: Schematic of the phases and diffusion layers formed at the oxide/metal interface of a
pre-transition Zircaloy-4 sample

Figure 4-5: Schematic of the phases and diffusion layers formed s at the oxide/metal interface of a
post-transition Zircaloy-4 sample
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The structures observed at the oxide/metal interface of ZIRLO samples are similar, but
the intermediate (ZrO) and oxygen-saturated Zr(Osat) layers are wider than in Zircaloy-4 samples
again in agreement with the observations reported previously [28]. In the post-transition sample
archived after 135 days of corrosion, both the ZrO and the Zr(Osat) layers are very thin.

4.6. Transition: causes and consequences.
Observing samples pre- and post-transition, it was possible to study its effect on the oxide
layer, and on the structure of the oxide/metal interface, as presented in Chapter 3, and discussed
here.
As shown in Figure 3-7, the characteristics of the oxide grown before and after transition
do not change. The only visible effect of the transition is a 150 nm wide layer of equiaxed grains
which is found right at the onset of the transition. This layer of equiaxed grains has been observed
in both alloys, at a distance from the oxide/metal interface corresponding to the oxide grown.
There is also no relevant impact of the transition on the oxide texture. The oxides formed before
and after the transition exhibit a similar texture.
The transition does affect the structure of the oxide/metal interface: the oxygen-rich
layers seen ahead of the oxide front (containing between 66 at% (oxide) and 29 at% (solid
solubility limit of O in Zr)) are smaller in the post-transition samples, likely because the layers
disappear at transition, due to rapid advance of the oxide layer. When the oxide growth slows, the
layers start being slowly formed again. The oxide transition appears to occur locally, as in the
first post-transition sample of ZIRLO, a structure typical of pre-transition samples can still be
observed at some locations along the interface.
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An explanation for the disappearance of the ZrO and Zr(Osat) layers at transition is that
oxide is formed faster at the onset of transition, and a large amount of oxygen is necessary to
maintain the fast growth rate. That is, all the oxygen is used to generate ZrO2. When the rate
slows down, oxygen can start to diffuse again ahead of the oxide layer.
Beside the local variations of the interface evolution at transition in ZIRLO sample – that
could not be observed in Zircaloy-4 samples – no notable difference in the impact of transition
between Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO samples could be observed.

The ensemble of these observations is self-consistent, in good agreement with previous
observations and with results yielded by different techniques. Some more work is necessary to
fully characterize the interface and the transition process.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1. Conclusions
A detailed transmission electron microscopy study using FIB-prepared samples was
conducted to characterize the structures of oxides formed in Zircaloy-4 and ZIRLO, and study the
oxide growth and transition mechanisms and relationship to oxide microstructure in the two
alloys.
The main conclusions are in good agreement with previous studies, and coherent with oxide
growth models developed by Yilmazbayhan, Cox, Pecheur and others, and are presented below:
 The oxide layer is composed of both equiaxed and columnar grains. The equiaxed grains are
found near cracks, near the oxide/water interface, and in the oxide formed during the kinetic
transition. A higher content of tetragonal ZrO2 is often found in these regions, as well as
near the oxide/metal interface. In the bulk of the oxide, both monoclinic and tetragonal
reflections are observed in electron diffraction patterns, with the tetragonal oxide associated
with small equiaxed grains.
 In the oxide, diffraction analysis shows textured monoclinic zirconia. The oxide texture
evolves within the oxide layer: at the oxide/metal interface, some of the reflections are
diffuse, while further from the interface, a more marked texture with (200)M planes poles
aligned close to the oxide growth direction is observed. However, the microtexture is not as
marked: when tilting the Zircaloy-4 samples, each grain responds differently as a result of
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strong grain-to-grain misorientation. This misorientation is not as pronounced in the ZIRLO
samples.
 The precipitates are incorporated into the oxide in metallic form and later become oxidized.
In Zircaloy-4, oxidized Laves Phase precipitates are observed as regions about the same size
as the precipitates, containing small grains (~15 nm diameter) with extensive cracks. Those
grains are identified by diffraction analysis to be mainly tetragonal. In ZIRLO, Zr(Fe,Nb)2
Laves phases and smaller β-Nb precipitates become amorphous when they oxidize. The βNb precipitates may dissolve into the ZrO2 oxide, as none was observed close to the
oxide/water interface.

 Hydrides are found in the metal of both alloys. They exhibit an elongated form, and are
mostly oriented parallel to the oxide/metal interface. Longer hydrides are seen in ZIRLO,
and identified as δ-hydrides by electron diffraction analysis. These have an orientation
relationship with the matrix: (0002)α//(111)ZrH1.66 and (11 ̅ 0)α//(202)ZrH1.66.

The oxide/metal interface has been characterized, in an effort to obtain a comprehensive
picture of its structure and the changes related to oxide transition. The results presented below
were obtained by a combination of various techniques, including bright field imaging, EELS
scans, and APT analysis.
 Three different features at the oxide/metal interface are seen in the pre-transition oxide:
(i) a small intermediate layer, associated with a ZrO phase (between 45 and 55 O at%);
(ii) blocky grains found at some places along the interface, with diffraction patterns indexed
consistent with rhombohedral Zr3O;
(iii) an oxygen-saturated suboxide layer in the metal (~30 O at%).
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 The width of these interfacial regions decreases at transition. The intermediate layer is
smaller than before transition (5 nm, compared to 50nm in the case of Zircaloy-4, 5nm
compared to 80nm for ZIRLO). The width of the suboxide layer decreases as well. The high
corrosion rates at transition consume these layers, which start to develop again as the
corrosion rate falls in the post transition regime.

 The interfacial structure varies along the oxide/metal interface: in some places in the first
post-transition ZIRLO sample, the structure did not appear to be affected by transition, while
in other location, the width of the ZrO and Zr(Osat) layers was significantly smaller than
before transition. In the post-transition sample archived after a longer oxidation period, the
ZrO and Zr(Osat) layers were observed to be narrow all along the interface.

 The two alloys studied exhibit a similar oxide/metal interface structure, although with
slightly different layer widths. A notable difference is in the fact that the transition seems to
affect the interface of ZIRLO samples locally, which could not be confirmed for Zircaloy-4
samples.

5.2. Recommendations for future work
Combining different techniques to study the oxide microstructure (as was done here with
TEM/EELS and Atom Probe Tomography) seems to yield promising results. More efforts should
be put into this collaboration and the sharing of samples, as each technique brings valuable
information. The oxide/metal interface structure and its evolution within time should be studied
further, as it could provide valuable information for the developing of new, better corrosion
resistant alloys.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Phase Diagrams

Figure A-1: the Zr-O system phase diagram
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Figure A-2: the Zr-Sn system phase diagram
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Figure A-3: the Zr-Fe system phase diagram
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P. Nash and C.S. Jayanth, 1991
Figure A-4: the Zr-Ni system phase diagram
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Figure A-5: the Zr-Cr system phase diagram
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Figure A-6: the Zr-Nb system phase diagram
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Appendix B
Sample Preparation Procedures

Cross-sectional preparation
Equipment used:
-

Saw (21 Steidle):

-

Polishers (21 Steidle)
Microscope (Zeiss, 20 Steidle)
Hot Plate (21 Steidle):

(T refers to the position for this specific hot plate)
-

Hand polishers (20a Steidle)
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In the sample prep box:
-

-

-

6 big aluminum holders (disc-shaped pods, adapted size for the polishers) -> can be
prepared by machine shop if necessary
3 small aluminum holders (disc-shaped pods)
Big saw blade
Small saw blade (Wafering Blade, Diamond Metal Bonded) – fragile, better to have
spare ones.
Molybdenum rods and brass tube (ordered online, cut by the machine shop)
Epoxy (epotech 353 ND)
Cup and q-tip (for mixing epoxy)
Tubing device

Aluminum cutting blocks (with a slit in the middle : section
Polishing supplies
 800 and 1200 discs
 3 µm, 1 µm and 0.05 µm polishing cloth
 3 µm, 1 µm and 0.05 µm polishing solutions
 Green lubricant
Cotton balls
Razor blade
Plastic tweezers
Metallic tweezers (x2)
Sharpie pen
Kim wipes
Tongs
Acetone
Beaker
Microscope glass slide
Crystal bond

)
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Procedure
1. Cut a section of the sample
-> using the diamond saw, with the “big” blade (180 rpm)
-> dimensions: ~ 2 cm * 2.5 mm (0.8*0.1 inch) -> must fit into the brass tube

Foil: just cut the foil to the right dimensions
Tube:

-

Remove the part with the hole and inscriptions (reducing tube height)

-

-

2. Hand polish the section
a. With crystal bond, mount it on a small aluminum pod. (Temperature=4)
b. Polish one face with hand polishers (thus removing the oxide on one face)
c. Dismount the section, check that it actually fits into the molybdenum rod slit
-> If not, polish again (it must not be in contact with the Mo rod, for mechanical
stability purposes)
3. “Tube” the section
a. Prepare of the epoxy
 1/5 wt from small bottle, 4/5 from big bottle
 Mix in a small cup, with wooden q-tip (found in Steidle) for 10 min
 Let it rest
 Check that there is no air bubble
b. Heat up the hot plate (T=3) and put the tubing device (pic) on it – put some
epoxy in one of the hole, to check that it’s not too hot (if too hot, epoxy becomes
black after a while)
c. Put the section, a brass tube and a Mo rod into the epoxy
d. With plastic tweezers, put the section into the Mo rod, and the Mo rod into the
brass tube (don’t touch the section with metallic tweezers)
e. Put the tube into one of the hole of the tubing device – and wait until the epoxy
around the tube is really solid – check regularly that there is epoxy up to the top
of the tube, and refill if necessary
f. Remove the tube from the device, let it rest for one day (to be sure that the epoxy
actually sticks)
Note: to tube many samples at once, write on a “map” of the device where each sample is.
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4. Cut the tube into a disc
a. With crystal bond, mount the tube on one of the aluminum cutting block. (T=4)
Put a lot of epoxy, you don’t want the tube to go away, and risk breaking the
blade
b. Using the diamond saw, with the “small” blade (Wafering Blade, Diamond Metal
Bonded -350 rpm), remove the top section of the tube
c. Start cutting 750 μm discs from the tube (2 should be enough)
d. Clean them with acetone
Notes: 1. Be careful to put your disc tangent to the blade, so that you don’t cut too
much into the aluminum block.
2. In order for your sample not to get into the oil pool, you can put a paper
towel to cover the holes between the blade and you (the sample doesn’t usually fall
on the side)

5. Polish the discs
a. With crystal bond, mount each one on a large aluminum pod. (Temperature=4)
 Pay attention not to put too much crystal bond, but always check that
the sharp edges of your disc are in contact with epoxy, to prevent
scratching the polishing cloths – when you put your finger on the
surface, you should not feel any sharp edge, just smooth epoxy
b. If you can, polish 6 samples at a time, using the 2 polishers.
c. Polisher configuration
- Plate: 180 rpm
- rotation: contra
- Force: individual
- Force: 004 N
- Sample : 150 rpm
- Water: on for 800/1200, off for the other discs
d. 800 : sessions of 30 sec, stop when your sample looks shiny (all of it)
e. 1200: 2 sessions of 1 min
f. 3 µm: 1 session of 5 min (using 3μm solution + green lub)
 Clean the cloth using water + the polisher + the samples
g. 1 µm: 2 session of 5 min (using 1μm solution + green lub)
 Clean the cloth using water + the polisher+ the samples
h. 0.05 µm: 2 session of 10 min (using 0.05μm solution)
 Clean the cloth using water + the polisher+ the samples
Note: between 2 sessions, always check that the sample is not damaged, and that the cloth
isn’t either (if small particles from the cloth are ripped off, you need to clean it, and use
more green lub and polishing solution next time – or avoid sharp edges from your sample
with more crystal bond)
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i. Remove the sample from the aluminum pods (heat up, T=4 – just remove the
crystal bond around with tweezers, then remove the sample, while paying
attention not to put any crystal bond on the polished surface )
j. Check them at the optical microscope, to see if they are well polished and clean
k. If not, put them into acetone, and them clean them with water (rub them using a
very wet cotton ball) – if you just use acetone, a dirty layer will appear, thus the
rubbing with water
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TEM sample preparation using FIB

-

Coat sample with Gold
 2x 30 sec

-

Mount the sample (ROI // to the grid) + sample closer to the camera+ oxide far from grid

-

First deposition using Pt with E-beam
 Twice the interesting size (24um*4um*12um)
 1.0kV – 45nA (lowest voltage, higher current)
 No Tilt. – let it run for 5/10 min (insert needle!)

-

Deposition Pt using I-beam (~ 20 min)
 Remove needle - Tilt the stage 52 degrees –insert needle.
 3 microns height, interesting zone (12.5*1.5*5)
 30 kV (area*10: # of pA - > .1 nA) – (eBeam at 5.0 -2.5nA)

-

Remove first zone of metal
 Tilt remains at 52 degrees.
 Import pattern (C:\Program Files\fei\TEM Specimen Prep Patterns -20 nA)
 30 kV – 7 nA

-

Remove second zone of metal
 Import pattern (7 nA)
 30 kV – 5 nA

-

Remove third zone of metal
 Import pattern (3 nA)
 30 kV – 3 nA

-

U form
 Tilt the stage back to 7
 Import pattern (cutout 3nA)
 scan rotation 180
 look with the SEM to know when it goes through
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-

Tilt at 0 - Insert Pt Needle, then omniprobe, open software (omni)
 Align X and Y using EB (50 um/s)
 Align Z using IB (30 pA) (50 um/s then not above 5um/s – finish at 1um/s)
 Deposit Pt (1.5*1.5*1.5) – (30 pA)

-

Cut last remaining part -> free the sample (0.30 nA)

-

Deposit sample on the grid
 Move omniprobe back to park
 Remove omniprobe
 Remove Pt needle
 Move stage to focus on grid, find eucentric point
 Align X,Y, Z (CAREFUL, that’s where you lose the sample) -> align Y (top of
the grid) – then align X so that the corners are at the same distance of the grid.
Then slowly align Z
 Two depositions of Pt, 1.5*1.5*1.5 – 30 pA is ok -> do it parallel!
 Cut the needle free, park, remove it
 Remove the Pt needle

-

Start milling the sample (angle 52 + 2, 1.5, 1.2 – 1, 0.3, 0.1) – 180 deg

CLEANING CROSS SECTION (8.5 wide) – remove the 180 scan rotation
Go to relative either 0 – 180 or 1.5 -0 (COMPUCENTRIC – adjust Z to match the beams)
-

Stop everytime when the Pt starts to be depleted. (eBeam at 5KeV to see e-transparency)
can also put tilt correction to see it better

-

End of 0.1: sample should be transparent to electrons.

-

5kV -29 pA-rectangle- +/- 5degrees (no need to rotate the sample) (thinned face is down
on FIB)
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